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Editorial Statement
This issue of The Bridge provides two articles about
growing up in a Danish American community. The stories
are quite dissimilar, but they give some insight into life of
youth growing up in Danish American communities.
The first, "Paradise in Poverty" is the story of a reluctant Danish American. In fact the "Danish Americaness" of
the story is not evident in this episode. It is Visti Favrholt' s
story of growing up in Junction City, Oregon, in the early
years of the depression. He enjoyed his boyhood days in
Junction City and in every respect regarded himself as an
American.
As installments in future issues of The Bridge will
show, he was an extremely reluctant immigrant to
Denmark and adjusted slowly to the use of the Danish
language. He did not like Denmark and wrote many letters to his closest friend, Harold Bruce, back in Junction
City. Fortunately, Harold's mother saved the letters. When
Visti finally achieved his goal of returning to North
America he contacted Harold and was given a shoe box
containing the letters. The letters were written with all the
vigor and passion of a thirteen year old angry adolescent
and became the inspiration for the book, From Junction
City to Denmark: A Boyhood Journey, which, years later,
Visti decided to write.
Further installments of the author's story will be published in future issues of The Bridge. We are confident that
-4-

you will find them enlightening as well as enjoyable.
The second article "Memories From A Danish
American Parsonage" is more like what we have come to
expectfrom Danish American memoirs. It provides us a
goodpicture of the activities, agonies and connectedness
ofDanish Americans.
The third article is about resources for those studying
DanishAmerican "folklife." We realize that this may not
~al to the general reader, but we do believe that it will
helpthose who might desire to begin to develop generaltions about Danish American life.
Our book review is of the centennial history of Grand
ViewCollege, Des Moines, Iowa.
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Conhibutors To This Issue
Bodil Strandskov Sorensen of Kirkland, Washington is a
retired elementary school teacher. She has been an active
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Paradise in Poverty
by VISTI FAVRHOLT
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
I would like to express my thanks to Peggy and Sheila
Mackenzie, two experienced school teachers, fo! providing encouragement that the awful events which took
place, be recorded in this story. Although this true story
certainly has enough in it about scary school teachers
checking on things, the proofreading of this book was also
necessary - so Peggy and Sheila were allowed one last kick
at the can.
Also, thank you, Harold for keeping all my letters
addressed to you, for so many years and returning them to
me. Without the letters, the details of what took place
would never have come to light.
And last, but most important of all thanks to my wife,
Oara, who gave me confidence and love at a time when I
feltvery much alone.
VISTI

CHAPTERONE
Junction City, in the early thirties, was a sleepy, small
'townlocated in the Willamette Valley of Oregon. With a
ulation of only a few hundred, it could hardly be
ed a city. But the forefathers had visions of a major raily and highway junction at this location, providing pros'ty and a great future for all. As it was, the railway went
'ght through town and trains seldom stopped there.
-9-

Likewise, the two-lane concrete highway, called Highway
99, coming from Harrisburg to the north, crossing the railway tracks at Main Street. There was very little out of town
traffic - at the very most, maybe five cars an hour. It was in
Eugene, fourteen miles farther south down the highway,
that the so-called junction took place, whatever it entailed.
Junction City was a mere whistle stop.
As an eleven year old boy, these problems were of no
importance to me. It was much more important to practice
shooting tin cans off a fence with a slingshot - a finely
crafted weapon, created out of a wooden crotch from a
tree, preferably an oak tree, complete with two attached
heavy duty rubber bands and a leather pouch. Every
responsible boy had one, hung around his neck for visual
impact or stuck in his pocket for instant use. It was a necessary item in our continuous battle with our enemy, the
Moore gang, who lived in the area between the Oregon
Electric railway tracks, a block from our house, and the
Southern Pacific railway tracks over on Front street. The
enemy gave us a purpose - a purpose to form the
Hornibrook gang, build a wooden clubhouse with a lookout tower, have secret meetings to plan strategy, and to
rally the forces when danger became apparent. We never
encountered the enemy as a gang, but the potential was
there. There were a few dubious kids around that we had
to keep our eye on. The fact that we all attended the same
school - the only grade school in the town, didn't stifle our
resolve or imagination. We had a job to do - to protect our
turf.
For my father, these territorial problems were of no
importance. He had more serious things to be concerned
about - such as how to feed a family of eight with a depression going on. He was the Danish Lutheran minister in
Junction City, blessed with a hardworking wife and six
-10-

children - three girls _and three boys, of whom I was the
eldest. He and his blessings needed continuous financial
help from the faithful but poor congregation, mainly made
up of farmers from the surrounding area - who themselves
were in need of help.
We lived in a house at the corner of Seventh Avenue
and Ivy street, which was known as the parsonage.
Actually it was right in the middle of town ·on Highway
99. It was an older house, a one story affair, with a large
front porch called a veranda and a front door, that led
directly into what we called the front room, but what others would call 'the parlor.' Unlike the traditional use and
purpose of a parlor, being a place to receive guests and
conduct polite conversation, this room was our living
room, dining room, playroom, and activity room all in one.
The large dining room table was the centerpiece of the
house. It was where we were together for meals, where
ironing and sewing were done, where homework was
done and where we worked out jigsaw puzzles and listenedto stories being told by my father.
To the right of the front room, was a door that was
often closed. It was the door to the study, a small room
withbookshelves loaded with books, a desk, a chair, and
witha window that looked out onto our garden with fruit
trees.It was here in this room that Sunday sermons were
prepared. My father, whom we called Daddy, spent many
hoursin the quiet study, working on his sermons. We had
gteat respect for what he was doing. I knew at the time,
that the preparation of sermons was serious business,
becauseit helped put bread on the table and save the souls
other people. My mother constantly reminded us to
IJli:i~
as quiet as possible and avoid using the front room,
n Daddy was busy preparing sermons, which was
· y Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. We were to
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behave like angels.
Beyond the front room was the kitchen, my mother's
world - the place where she spent ten hours a day, seven
days a week slaving away, never complaining and always
happy. It was here we children could register our complaints, receive comfort and love and be on our way again.
Every second day, eight loaves of white bread came out of
the wood burning kitchen stove a total of 1460 loaves a
year. I remember thinking at the time, if my father and
mother could only figure out how Jesus managed to feed
the five thousand on two loaves of bread, it would save
her a lot of work; yet this was only a fraction of what had
to be done in the kitchen. We, as my father often pointed
out, were bestowed with many blessings. However, I did
not feel that there were very many in the kitchen. Only my
mother herself, but no blessings in the form of labour-saving devices. There was only the stove, the kitchen sink, a
table and the cupboards with food, dishes and cutlery. The
house also had three bedrooms and a bathroom off the
kitchen. Beyond the kitchen was the outside screen door to
the backyard, to the woodshed and grape arbor, to my dog
Blackie and to a tremendous, large woodpile. The woodpile was like a mountain - or so it seemed to me, because
it was my job to chop wood daily for the kitchen stove.
Directly across the street from the parsonage was our
church. It was a white painted, wooden building, rectangular in shape and with a pitched shingle roof. There were
four Gothic shaped windows on each side, a bell tower in
front with a high spire and the entrance doors below. From
the outside, the church looked quite modest, almost humble in its appearance. But I would say that inside, it was
even more so. The entrance area was small with room for
only about six people at a time. A second set of doors from
the entrance area opened into the church, which had a
-12-

wooden floor, wooden pews and a black belly stove half
way down the centre isle to one side, featuring a six inch,
blackstove pipe going right up through the roof- at least
twentyfeet above the floor. To prevent the pipe from collapsing,a few wires, tied to the pipe, criss-crossed the
room to the side walls. A simple organ that had seen betterdays, was situated on a platform to the left of the altar.
Thealtar itself was raised one step above the church floor.
It was very plain. There was the center piece, a white statae of Jesus, the table, the candles, the open bible and the
eurrounding railing. Visually, it had a very quieting effect,
t mostly for those of the congregation, who sat in the
pews in front of the belly stove. For others at the back seatto the left of the center isle, the long, black stovepipe
ed to not only distort the view, but became the focal
· t of the church decor.
To the right of the altar, close to the first pew row and
atedsix feet above the floor, was the all-overpowering
it. It was served by a staircase from behind and· its
guration dominated everything, like the bow of a
. From here, every pew could be seen - even the row
· d the belly stove. Or perhaps I should say, from every
one could see the pulpit However, as a boy, it seemed
other way around. The church door was never locked.
y father said, the church was a place for the tired, the
and for those in spiritual need - and they were welany time.
·
lthough the parsonage and church were located
the main highway and only two blocks from the centown,it was a quiet neighborhood particularly in the
oons, with hardly a soul around. On hot summer
· gs,looking up and down the street, there would be
e in sight, except the old lady sitting in her rocking
on herfront porch across the street, about three hous-13-

es down towards Main street. She was always th
Occasionally a car would pass by, but not very often. I
ured that a beetle could cross the highway at almost
time and stand a very good chance of reaching the op
site sidewalk without getting squashed.
A couple of times a week, from a house down a si
street, the sound of a kid learning to play the trump
would disturb the serene tranquility of the warm summ
evenings. I think his name was Frank. From what I hea
he was supposed to practice every day. Twice a week w
enough. It was always the same tune, 'Tell me the tales tha
to me were so dear,- long, long ago, long, long ago.'
As a boy in Junction City, I had lots of time for play an
day dreaming. Being part of a large family with Daddy t
guide us along and Mom to keep tummies full and cloth
clean, we children had little to complain about. But com
plain we did about too much homework, about teasin
each other, about taking each others' toys and so on. Even
Daddy complained - about too much noise in the house.
The only cool head was Mom. She always managed to
solve all complaints, except the noise problem. If we persisted in our complaints or worries, her answer was,
"don't worry. In a hundred years, you'll be dead."
Although we would never dream of complaining to
Daddy, he did on occasion solve a problem by saying, "in
heaven all is well". It didn't seem to help us much, but I
understood his point. He was implying that angels have
no worries. Secretly,I felt they had a lot of worries, for the
simple reason that they were perched on puffy clouds with
little harps. That would be okay for a short while, but in
the long run, it could become extremely boring especially
if it went on forever and ever. Also, not everyone is born
musical. I think I had good reason to think the way I did at
the time, because all the pictures of angels in our picture
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books, showed them on fluffy clouds with harps. They
were also nude and sprouted small wings; wings which,
according to my calculations at the time, were far too small
to allow them to become airborne.
Daddy was regarded with great respect. He was quite
stem, extremely impractical, and knew very little of how
to bring up children. He left it all to my mother. Only in socalled serious matters, would his judgement be called
upon-like the time I picked all the apples off the apple tree
in the early summer, instead of in the late fall. In cases like
that, my mother would say, Wait until your Daddy hears
about this!" Just the anticipation of a stem lesson in obedience and the traditional spanking, was in itself punishment enough. Something like that could spoil a whole
afternoon. His verdict was also required by my mother
when it was discovered that we children had, on a number
of occasions, gone over to Miller's Funeral Parlor and
lined up with friends of a deceased paying their last
respects, filing past the open flower decorated coffin, just
to see what the person looked like. A stem lecture on
respect for the dead followed.
Being a minister of the church involved much ·more
than preparing the weekly sermon. My father also had to
conduct baptisms, funeral services and visit the sick and
needy. Our church was not the only church in town. There
were four others, all with very poor attendance. It was said
that if all the people in Junction City went to church, the
town would be empty on Sunday mornings. But it was the
depression. Things were not normal.

CHAPTERTWO
My parents came to the United States in 1923 as immigrants from Denmark. My sister, Xenia and I tagged along.
I was three at the time and Xenia was about one. Our fam-15-

ily name was Favrholdt. My father was Danish and my
mother was English. They met in England, where he was
attending a theological course. Moving back to Denmark
he found work as a newspaper journalist. Meanwhile, my
mother learned to speak Danish. As immigrants, they
started life in Chicago, where my father knew a Danish
bishop. He tried to get work as a journalist, but ended up
working in a shoe store. However, he then managed to
complete his theological training and became officially
ordained as minister by the bishop. His first call was as
minister of the Lutheran church in Manistee, Michigan. A
few years later, our family, now six in all, moved to
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada and to another
Lutheran church. Eventually, we moved again, - this time
to Junction City, Oregon and to what I felt was real paradise. By now, we were eight in the family. I was quite convinced at the time, that our family multiplied as a result of
prayer. The harder my parents prayed, the more kids they
got. I did a lot of thinking and had the answer to most of
life's mysteries.
The main meal of the day was at suppertime. Everyone
was there and we all sat at our correct places - Daddy at
the head of the table, Mom at the opposite end, three boys
on the right side and three girls on the left side- everything
in perfect balance. We children were as follows: myself
(Visti), age eleven, Xenia, age nine, Vita, age seven,
Benedict, age five, Sonya, age three and David, age one
and in a high chair. And about twice a week there would
be a guest for supper, completely unannounced and on
very short notice.
During the depression years in the thirties there were a
great number of unemployed men travelling all over the
United States in search of work. They rode the rails free of
charge, not by permission, but by toleration on the part of
-16-

the railways. The freight trains, passing through our town
had their share of passengers, who were called hobos.
There could be as many as three or four hundred on one
train, many of them sitting at the sliding door openings in
the box cars, but most of them on the roof. They looked
dirty and tired. Many were unshaven with scruffy-looking
clothes. We saw them every day. Freight trains only
stopped in Junction City to shunt box cars. Nonstop daytime trains passing through town would slow down to
allow hobos to jump off or on the trains. Not many got off
in our town. They seemed to know that Junction City was
not a place to look for work.
Of those who did, some would find their way to our
house. We always knew when there was a knock at the
front door, that it must be a guest, as my father called
them. A guest for supper suddenly meant that my mother
had to go into the kitchen and start preparing more food.
It was amazing how much these hobos could eat. I had the
feeling that she wasn't exactly enthusiastic about the extra
work but for my father it was an opportunity to bestow a blessing on a fellow man, fulfilling a request from God and
being a good Samaritan.
He would invite the guest in to his study for pleasant,
relaxed conversation while my mother, in the kitchen,
frantically rushed around trying to scrape together
enough ingredients for another mouth to feed. In those
days, it was only natural that the husband, being head of
the household, entertain a guest while the wife prepared
and served the food. I think what bothered my mother
most was that it was all on such short notice and there really was very little food to begin with. However. an arrangement was made to ease the pain. The guest would be invited to chop some firewood at the back of the house as a
token of appreciation for the meal he was about to receive.
-17-

I thought it was a brilliant idea, became it meant that I
would not have to do it, at least for that day There was
enough wood to be chopped for the next two years, so any
outside help could only help me. Some guests would chop
wood for about an hour and others would just look at the
woodpile in dismay, overwhelmed by the size of it all - and
leave for a meal elsewhere.
The guest would be invited to sit next to my father at
the head of the supper table. When there was a stranger at
the table, we children were very quiet As my father always
said, children should be seen, but not heard. The meal
started with grace, which we all sang together and which
almost always made the guest look most uncomfortable. It
was the hymn that starts with 'Praise God, from whom all
blessings flow'. However, the last line 'Praise Father, Son
and Holy Ghost' made me somewhat uncomfortable in the
presence of a stranger. Out of the comer of my eye, I would
squint at the guest to see if this 'Ghost' thing bothered him
as it did me.
My visual impression of the trio, was of a man with his
son standing at his side and then this Halloween type
ghost in a white sheet with two big black eyes. It never
occurred to ask my father for an explanation about it,
being that as a preacher, his word was gospel. Also, one
did not question religious things. That would be the same
as being in doubt. Well, the stranger never batted an eyelash, so I assumed that the white ghost had its rightful
place somewhere in heaven.
After the meal, for which the stranger was usually
most grateful, my father would ask if he had a place to stay
for the night, being that the midnight freight didn't slow
down going through Junction City. The answer was
always no, so he would then say,
"You are most welcome to sleep in our church. Its open
-18-

all the time and the door is never locked. It's the one just
across the street."
The stranger would then be given the privilege of
using our bathroom for a shave and cleanup. After thanks
and handshakes all around, he would cross the street,
enter the church and sleep in a pew for the night.
Sunday was an important day. After many days of
preparation, Daddy's sermon was ready for the morning
service. Following the early family breakfast, my first
chore was to go over to the church and light up the belly
stove if there was a chill in the air. I was instructed by my
father to wake any hobos sleeping in the pews, bringing to
their attention that there would be a church service and
that they were invited to participate. So, with a bucket full
of firewood, I would cross the highway, open the squeaky
church door, stand at the back in the church facing the altar
and with as much authority as I could muster, I would say,
"Excuse me, sirs, it is Sunday today and there will be a
church service here at ten o'clock. You are welcome to stay
for the service."
There would be rumbling in the pews with sleepy
heads popping up all over the place. At times there could
be as many as twenty. They sat up rather dazed and somewhat confused, concerning the decision they suddenly had
to make so early in the morning. Nobody said anything. I
just went to the belly stove, raked out the ashes and prepared the stove for a new fire. By the time I was finished
they had all left.
On Sundays we all dressed in our very best, which
were the same clothes we wore during the first part of the
week except that they had been cleaned and ironed. We
were rather fortunate to have two of everything, which in
my case, was two shirts, two pairs of pants and one decent
pair of shoes. Clothes were always passed down the line to
-19-

the younger ones as they grew older, so as far as I was concerned, being the eldest, I never got hand-me-downs.
At nine-thirty Daddy would go over to the church to
get everything ready. At ten minutes to ten he would start
ringing the church bell, dressed in his long black church
gown with the white ruffled, pie-shaped, 'Sir Walter
Raleigh' collar. The bell rope was right in the middle of the
small entrance area, which made it difficult for people
entering the church to get around him. But they managed
and Daddy also managed to greet the congregation one by
one, shaking their hands and pulling the rope - all at the
same time. To me, that showed good coordination of mind
and body.
The ringing of the bell was also the signal for the rest of
us to leave the house and cross the highway to the church.
My mother, the organist, carried her sheet music. I carried
the family bible, Xenia carried David who carried a blanket,Vita carried a Montgomery Wards catalog, Ben carried
a Sears, Roebuck & Company catalog and Sonya carried a
crayon book and a box of crayons. We were followed by
our dog, Blackie, who waited outside the church door during service. Going down the aisle to our pew, which was
the front one on the left, I could always feel the eyes of the
seated congregation looking at us and probably thinking
that we lovely children, being the pastor's family, were
exceptionally righteous and certainly a good example to
all other children in Junction City. We sat in the pew, side
by side according to our age, with the exception of David,
who was cared for by Xenia until he would be old enough
to sit in his proper place at the end of the line by himself.
The platform with the organ was directly in front of our
pew, allowing my mother to keep an eye on her flock
while she played the hymns. My father, standing at the
altar and facing the congregation, also had a good view of
-20--

his six blessings, and even more so from the pulpit.
Following the opening prayer and after the page number of the first hymn was announced, Sonya opened her
crayon book and started coloring, Vita and Ben opened
their illustrated catalogs to look at pictures and Xenia and
I opened the hymn book we shared between us. David had
his security blanket so all was well.
I did a lot of daydreaming during the service and did
not follow much of what my father said. However, when
he talked about souls being saved, it seemed to me that it
would be just as important to save the heart and everything else. I didn't know exactly where the soul was located, but Burton, one of the kids in the Hornibrook gang,
said it was located just below the stomach. He said he
knew for sure, because his grandfather had an operation
done on his soul just before he died. I was more inclined to
believe it was just below the heart.
During the singing of the hymns, I was more interested in the squeaky sound of the organ foot pedals, than the
hymn itself. I think there was also a leaky valve somewhere, because my mother had to pump the two pedals
very vigorously with her feet to keep up the air compression. However, there was one hymn that stirred me. It was
'Onward, Christian Soldiers'. My thoughts immediately
went to the Homibrook gang.
The church was usually only half full on Sundays.
These were lean times. There was no choir, no Sunday
school, no ushers, no janitor (except me) and no businessminded administration to keep the church buoyant.
Things were simply held together by the dwindling congregation, on faith alone. I remember thinking, that if the
sleeping hobos stayed in church for the service, there
would be a full house. But it was understandable that the
hobos could not dwell on the prospect of a worry free life
-21-

in paradise at some future date wf1en what they needed
was something right now.
The closing prayer after the sermon most certainly
indicated that the hobos weren't the only ones in dire
straits. With bowed heads the congregation silently listened as my father prayed for humanity - for the sick and
the homeless, those in hospitals and in old people's homes,
those who are tired, sad and weary, those who experience
loss of loved ones, those who are in sorrow or great
despair, victims of earthquakes, floods and other natural
disasters, those in insane asylums, the unfortunate in prisons, seamen in storms on the high seas, the unemployed,
those who must go hungry, those in far away foreign lands
who need help, but do not receive it, those who are blind,
deaf or handicapped, those in wheelchairs, those with terminal illnesses, those who live in fear and do not know
peace, those who are engaged in armed conflict in far
away places through no fault of their own, those who are
separated from their love ones due to circumstances
beyond their control, those who are orphans, those who do
not know of life hereafter, those who have sinned and need
forgiveness, those who are suffering and in great pain. It
went on and on. The list was endless. As I sat there listening, it seemed that the whole world around us was in turmoil. Only here in Junction City was all well - and maybe
in Harrisburg and Eugene.
Finally my father came to the end and there was a
moment of silence. Maybe he was trying to remember if he
missed someone, or maybe it was just so the sheer impact
of it all could sink into the humbled congregation, who sat
there in stolid silence as lifeless as a picture postcard. In
fact, the only sign of activity was that of a fly, buzzing
away against the window pane where I sat, trying to get
out.
-22-

Then came the 'Amen.' It was like the sudden closing
ofa book. Everybody seemed relieved. There was a lot of
a>ughing and some movement, but many were still under
the humble spell of guilt. After the shrring, emotional
prayer, the tin collection plate was passed around, a few
a,ins were collected, a closing hymn followed and then the
a>ngregation, which had been getting into a state of
depression, suddenly came to life, with everybody getting
up and shaking hands with each other. The service was
er. My mother closed the organ, we children gathered all
ourbelongings and together we filed out of the church into
:the bright noon sunlight, feeling very good. Blackie was
happy and excited, wagging his tail.
Sunday, according to my father, was supposed to be a
y of rest. That was one day I did not have to mow the
:wnor chop firewood. Actually it was best if we didn't do
ything that could be regarded as labor, and that suited
just fine. After a long lazy afternoon and evening, we
gathered around the dining room table to hear bible
ries by my father, which he read to us from illustrated
· dren's books- stories like David and Goliath, the great
with Noah's Ark full of animals, floating around
days and nights in continuous rain, Adam eating
les from Eve, storms on the sea of Galilee which was
of fish with Jesus walking on the water, and Samson's
g hairthat made him so strong he could destroy a tern. I was determined to grow my hair long for added
gth, but somehow I ended up once a month in the
's chair.And then there was Pilgrims Progress, a litstory book with line drawings of a funny little figure
lookedsort of like an ant, called Christian who, with
on his back, had to battle his way along a road fighttigers, robbers and everything else on his way to the
11115i'"'"'·City. There he would be able to get rid of his
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backpack which in the book was described as a burden.
With all the difficulties Christian had, it sure looked like he
could have used a little help from the Hornibrook gang. So
by bedtime I had enough to think about.
On weekdays during the evenings, we would spend a
lot of time working on jig saw puzzles, if there was no
school homework to be done. We had no radio. However,
we did have an upright piano made in Boston, a gift from
the congregation when we lived in Michigan. My mother
played piano and Xenia received piano lessons, so there
was music in the house. Of all us children, Xenia seemed
to have been the most gifted. She was very good at the
piano and for that reason received free piano lessons from
a music teacher. She was also very temperamental. If she
didn't get her way she would go into a tantrum, throw
herself on the floor, kicking and screaming, looking for
pity and hoping my mother, in desperation would say,
"Oh, you poor girl. Why must you suffer so? Have we
been unkind to you? Tell us what you want so that we can
give it to you and make you happy."
The reality was that it had no effect whatsoever on my
mother. But for me it was hard to take. It only happened
when Daddy was not home.
"Mom, aren't you going to do something to stop all this
screaming?," I said
She replied in a carefree way,
"Don't worry, she'll get over it and besides it helps her
develop her voice."
Unfortunately, Xenia did suffer from asthma and it was
always a concern whether her emotional outbursts would
trigger an asthma attack.
During the summer nights I used to sleep outside, in
what we called the grape arbor. It was next to the woodshed behind our house. The air was warm, the nights were
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clear, with millions of stars above and there was the sound
of crickets all around. Blackie would be curled up next to
my bed and in the dark I would lie there looking up at the
Milky Way, thinking of the things I did during the day and
what I was going to do tomorrow. It was a happy life. Very
plain, logical and tranquil. Nothing really to disturb the
peace. Nothing, that is, except the midnight freight.
Every night about midnight, far away, somewhere in
the distance, a sound seemed to break the stillness of the
air. It was a train whistle, very, very faint-probably ten
miles north of Harrisburg. This was followed by a period
of silence and then it would be there again, still far away,
but quite clear - a sort of forlorn, moaning sound. Again all
was quiet. Then a very distant rhythmic sound seemed to
develop out of nothing. It was the faint clickety sound of
train wheels on rails. The rhythm gradually became firmly entrenched and bit by bit increased in volume. Again,
the train whistle, very clear and I knew by now that the
freight was tearing through Harrisburg, four miles away,
bearing down on Junction City. The railroad crossing signals at Main and Front street suddenly started clanging as
if in a state of great discovery and nervous excitement.
A ground tremor seemed to ripple through the sleepy
town, as the thundering steam locomotive pulling a long
string of freight cars, suddenly plunged into the city with
a great roar. The shrieking whistle, the huffing and puffing, the clickety click of the rails, the clanging of the signals, the noise and the vibration all came together in a
deafening crescendo, causing hundred of dogs all over
Junction City to howl and wail in distress including my
dog, Blackie. With everyone wide awake, this was the ultimate calamity. Like a tornado, the midnight freight swept
through town and disappeared into the night. All the commotion, infernal noise, tension and excitement seemed to
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follow the speeding train out of town and dissipate together with the smoke down the railway track. Order and
peace returned, except for the dogs, who continued their
concert of anguish and distress for a little while longer obviously, completely overwhelmed by the trauma.
The sound of the train gradually died, as it raced
towards Eugene, its next victim. Eventually, it was so faint
I could hardly hear it at all. Then there was silence. The
world was still. The crickets, sensing that all was again
well, resumed their chirping and I fell asleep - in the grape
arbor with all the stars above.
CHAPTER THREE
Opal Burgess wasn't your average school teacher. At
the age of twelve I thought she was very special. She was
brilliant, witty, fairly good looking, had an unpredictable
temper and kept everyone in the class wide awake by
throwing a piece of chalk at any pupil who didn't pay
attention. She taught arithmetic and other subjects in the
seventh grade. She must have been about thirty. That
·might sound like a lot, but it was nothing compared to Old
Lady Ballard in the eighth grade who taught geography. It
was said she was so old, she actually knew her uncle,
Buffalo Bill while he was still alive.
At Junction City Grade School, Opal Burgess was the
most popular teacher as far as the pupils were concerned.
I always looked forward to her class and liked her very
much. Sometimes I didn't feel good about it, because in the
Hornibrook Gang we kids took an oath, never ever to have
anything to do with females. No one wanted to be a sissy.
Of course, all I was doing was looking at her in a harmless,
blissful way from my desk near the back of the room,
instead of paying attention to what she was writing on the
blackboard. This sort of daydreaming was not good. 'Laclc
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of concentration' was one of the remarks that showed up
on my report card. My marks were not the best.
However, I was pretty good at drawing and gave Opal
Burgess one of my masterpieces, a little pencil drawing on
a piece of paper, showing Columbus's ship, the Santa
Maria - hoping that it would help make up for the problem
I seemed to be. Inside I knew I was clever, but the school
didn't. There was also a number of distractions, like the
flowing hair of Ruth Pryor, who sat directly in front of me.
Her hair filled the whole picture. It was hard to see the
blackboard. I had to constantly resist the temptation of
wanting to put some of her hair in my inkwell. It was certainly long enough for that purpose. But Opal Burgess had
the eyes of an eagle, so that was out of the question.
Like every well balanced, sensible boy with all his marbles in place, I hated school. It took too much of my valuable time. However, we did get to know a terrible lot about
Oregon, the most important state in the Union, and all
about the Lewis & Clark Expedition and the Oregon Trail.
We started the school day with all pupils and teachers
gathered in the assembly room to pledge allegiance to the
flag of the United States of America. Up on the stage
would be a boy and a girl with the folded flag. After the
pledge they would go out in the schoolyard to the flagpole
and raise the flag. Then we would sing 'The Star Spangled
Banner' and disperse to our classrooms. The assembly
room was also used for major announcements, (like getting a day off if it snowed outside), the Christmas play and
the School Glee Club where with piano accompaniment,
we sang songs like 'A Capital Ship for an Ocean Trip,'
'Dixie,' 'Polly Wolly Doodle,' 'Swanee River' and 'Home
on the Range.'
In the classroom, the three R's - reading, 'riting and
'rithmetic plus spelling were the important subjects, but
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we also had to read piles of stuff about George
Washington, the Constitution, Abraham Lincoln, the Civil
War and the names of all the generals and battles of that
time, - and memorize the names of our 48 states. With our
history and geography being all about the United States,
there were only a few pages available in our school book
to cover the rest of the world. We knew the rest of the
world was out there, just like the stars above, but with the
center of the universe being Oregon, it was of little interest
to any one - except maybe to Old Lady Ballard.
Reading and spelling were very important subjects we
were told, but the art of writing was where it became personal. It was called penmanship. We had to spend hours
and hours practicing writing, using scratchy pen nibs and
ink. Each desk had an inkwell in the right top comer.
Everyone was forced to use their right hand. Being lefthanded this was very difficult for me. It was all right to
throw a baseball with your left hand, but in the class room
there were rules. Every letter in the alphabet had to be a
masterpiece having the right shape slant, loop, curve and
height. This was achieved by scrawling each letter on
paper one hundred times, one line after another. We went
through the whole alphabet this way. Eventually everyone
in the class ended up with the same handwriting - like
clones. This hundred-time thing was also used as punishment. The morning I momentarily gazed out of the window instead of at the blackboard, lightning struck and a
piece of flying chalk just missed me. Immediately Opal
Burgess called me to the front, told me to tum around and
stand facing the class and say ten times,
"I will not look out of the window during class hours".
I did what I was told, feeling perfectly awful and
exposed, with everyone staring at me. Then after that was
over, she added, "And Visti, you will stay after school and
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write it one hundred times on the board. And let this be a
lesson to the rest of you. Keep your eyes on the blackboard".
So after school when all the kids had left, there I was,
at the blackboard going through punishment. Opal
Burgess sat at her desk checking papers, hardly noticing I
was there, so it seemed to me. Everything was too quiet.
Just the sound of the chalk on the board and kids playing
outside in the school play shed. But although I didn't feel
too good there was a feeling of excitement in being alone
in the same room as Opal Burgess. Finally I got it all on the
blackboard - one hundred times!
" Okay, Miss Burgess, I'm finished," I said.
She turned around, got up and looked at the board
"Very well, that looks good. Now you realize that all
this was unnecessary, Visti. You must learn to pay better
attention. We won't let it happen again, will we?"
No, Miss Burgess
Okay, you can go now."
As I left the classroom I thought, wasn't it nice that she
was sharing this incident with me by saying, 'we won't let
this happen again, will we,' instead of saying, you will not
let this happen again. will you'. I thought that was very
thoughtful of her. We were in this together. It made me feel
real good. As I waltzed down the school corridor, passing
by the open door of Old Lady Ballard's classroom, I
noticed a kid at her blackboard, writing something about
paper airplanes.
Fortunately, daydreaming was regarded as a minor
incident. A major incident would require going to the
dreaded principal' s office and receiving the strap. That
would have been a nightmare. But it never happened to
11

11

11

me.
To keep everything in high gear, report cards were
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marked by the teachers and given to the pupils six times
during each school season to take home for their parents'
signature. This revealing report about our very existence
was frequently questionable, and often would require confidential consultation between parents and teacher.
Somehow we got through it all and at the end of the school
season we all passed, despite poor grades and disturbing
revelations. The long awaited summer vacation finally
came for the teachers, as well as for the pupils, - almost
three months of carefree, warm, lazy, do-nothing existence,
- a well-earned paradise for all.
Meanwhile, back at the parsonage, my father and
mother continued their daily struggle to put food on the
table. For them there was no holiday.
CHAPTER FOUR

The Willamette Valley, with the Coast Range mountains to the west and the Cascade Range to the east, was a
perfect place for summer vacation, if it wasn't for the beanfields. The river flowed northward through the center of
the valley, providing a rich agricultural landscape for all
the farms, of which there were many, surrounding
Junction City. It was said in the thirties that the Willamette
River was so clear you could read a newspaper under
twenty feet of water. We tried. The only problem was that
you couldn't read the print at that distance. But it was a
perfect place for swimming and the river went right past
the beanfields.
Harold Bruce was a very good friend of mine. In fact
we were partners. He was one year younger than me. We
both belonged to the Homibrook gang and spent practically all our daylight hours together, loafing around or
working on secret plans to develop a better defense system
against the Moore gang. His father ran the only one-chair
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barber shop in town, the place where I had to have my hair
cut every month, preventing me from becoming strong
like Samson.
Together, during those long, hot summer days we
would walk out Dane Lane to Jimmy Hansen's farm and
spend hours in the big hay barn, jumping from the rafter
cross beams way up under the roof, to the mountain of
soft, loose hay far below. This would be followed by 'very,
very slow' walks by the cherry orchards to our favorite
swunming hole down by the river, where we sometimes
would remain until sundown. We were able to spend
countless number of hours doing very little.
Dane Lane, a country road, was about a half hour walk
out of Junction City, on the east side. It was where most of
the Danes lived and where all the farms were. It was there
we could see cows being milked, chicks hatched, hear the
turkeysgobble, help pick fruit in the orchards and go for
hayrides in the fall. It was also here we got most of our
food - everything from dairy products to vegetables. I
don't know if my father paid for it. Nobody had any
money.
The barter system, goods exchanged for goods, was
very prevalent in those days. Really, the only thing my
father had to barter in exchange for food, was his sermons,
- which was not something the receiver could later use in
anotherexchange. A sermon was there if you thought
r about it and gone, if you thought about something else.
And it wouldn't work very well in Bruce's barber shop .
., Aftera haircut it would be difficult for my father to say,
r- ~ for the haircut. Now, as payment I will give you
~
a short sermon."
There were complications. First of all, a haircut cost ten
cents, so the sermon would have to be very short. One
must remember that it took my father three days to pre1
'
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pare a normal length sermon, which made his sermons
worth a lot more than ten cents. Secondly, if another customer was waiting in the barber shop to be served, the
preaching would delay things. Thirdly, Bruce was not religious. He seldom went to church, because he was too busy
working on an old car he wanted to get running. Fourthly,
he and his nagging wife lived in an old, leaky shack on the
edge of town, which she was always complaining about,
and a sermon certainly would not pay for fixing the roof.
So, being a preacher in a barter-oriented community wasn't easy. Sometimes I had the feeling that the Favrholdt
family was a charity case.
If it wasn't for the beanfields, our summer vacation
would have lasted right from the last of May to early
September, - undisturbed. Nobody ever went anywhere in
the summer, so there should have been good reason to
enjoy a long, lazy, uninterrupted period of tranquility, but
right in the middle of it all, when we least wanted it, the
call came for beanfield pickers. It was an annual event.
Lots and lots of kids used to pile into trucks early every
morning and were driven out to the beanfields down near
the river, myself and Harold included. No, it was not compulsory, but just something everyone did every summer. It
had always been this way and always would be - for a
period that could last up to six weeks. Yes, it was all there
when we spilled out of the trucks; the weigh scales, the
checkers, the empty sacks, the countless number of endless
rows of beans and the foreman issuing orders as to what
rows were to be picked.
Although the mornings were cool, Harold and I always
knew that by early afternoon, we would be feeling like
being on a chain gang in a heat wave. One fortunate thing
about the rows of beans, were that the vines were about six
feet high, providing good coverage from the foreman, if
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not from the sun above. Since bean picking was completely voluntary, it did not matter whether we decided to pick
one single bean a day or a million. So, it was understandable that after a little bit of work Harold and I, plus a few
other kids, sort of slowed down a bit, hid our sacks under
the vines and wandered down to the far end, where there
was a peach orchard with juicy ripe peaches just ready for
us. And beyond that was the cool, clear river just waiting
to cool us off. We felt that a couple of hours to refresh and
bring ourselves back to full productive strength was well
justified and we only did it on hot sunny days, - which as
it turned out, seemed to be almost every day.
During the late afternoons we would work real hard in
the bean rows to make up for lost time. Five o'clock was
the time to report to the weigh scale checker. Payment was
one cent per pound of beans, payable once a week. It was
embarrassing to discover that girls picked a lot more than
boys. Harold and I were of the opinion that they, by
nature, were more fragile and helpless than boys. They
certainly did not have the strength we had. In fact, all the
Zane Grey cowboy books Harold read, and he certainly
read many, clearly indicated that it was the women who,
in a state of continuous distress, had to be saved by men.
It was never the other way around. Women did not go galloping on horses across the prairies, leaning over and
grabbing men in the face of charging buffalo herds.
Therefore, it was hard to really understand how they could
beat us in the beanfields - even with the small intermission
we took daily to give ourselves additional energy.
The long, lazy summer drifted along. Every morning
there was one day less in the beanfields and one day closer to school. It was a no-win situation. Eventually, the day
of reckoning came for the beans. The picking season was
finally over and we all assembled at the weigh scale in the
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evening sun for the last time to hear the final tally for the
six week ordeal. Sure enough the girls were way ahead,
with many earning as much as 18 dollars for the six weeks
work. Harold and I cleared around 11 dollars each This
was still a lot of money, considering you could buy a horse
for 12 dollars. We blamed the low figure on plain poor
pickings in the bean rows we worked in, and that seemed
to be accepted by everyone as being plausible. But I think
I heard someone at the weigh scales mention something
about 'plain poor pickers' as we were getting on the truck
for the last time to head back to town. The money earned
was used for school books ($1.00),clothes ($6.00) and my
allowance for a whole year ($5.00).It certainly should have
been better.
Whenever there was a small problem in the family or a
questionable event like the beanfield earnings, my mother,
being English, used to solve it all by saying,
"Now, I think it's time for a nice cup of tea."

CHAPTERFIVE
Junction City had a show house on Greenwood street
cabled the Rialto. On Saturday afternoons there were
always good films for kids - such as 'Tom Mix,' 'Our Gang'
and a weekly serial about fires and fire engines. Admission
to the show house was a sack of tin cans. Nobody had any
money so the barter system was used. It was a recycling
drive and only applied to kids going to matinee shows on
Saturdays. The consequence of this was, that it gradually
became increasingly difficult to find tin cans anywhere in
Junction City. No kid wanted to miss the serial about the
fire engines and fires, because each week that particular
film series always ended with the fire engines racing to a
new disaster- 'to be continued next week' - and we simply
could not miss that. The Junction City garbage dump was
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deaned right out and we searched for tin cans as far north
as Harrisburg and half way down to Eugene.
The recycling program was part of a national effort to
reuse materials that were in short supply due to the
depression. The sacks of tin cans were piled up on the
street in front of the show house on Saturday afternoons a clear indication of the stamina and dedication of
American youths' participation in a worthwhile community effort of recycling.
In reality, the kids didn't give a hoot about recycling.
Inside the show house was bedlam, with kids running up
and down the isles, jumping over seats, firing paper airplanes and other objects all over the place, thoroughly
enjoying an atmosphere of hoopla and confusion. But
when the lights went out and the curtain opened, there
was total silence and dedication. Not a single second of the
film could be missed. Sure enough, the fire engines arrived
at a fire that was far bigger and more devastating than any
we had previously seen, and we sat on the edge of our
seats with our eyes riveted to the screen. Flames and
smoke were bellowing out of the windows of a tall office
building with frantic people screaming for help. Firemen
were rushing around, pulling hoses and cranking up ladders to reach all those in distress, particularly the pretty
girl on the seventh floor who was leaning out of the window, almost engulfed in smoke and hysterically waving
her arms. It didn't matter to us that this seemed to be the
same girl that had to be saved in another fire the previous
week and the week before that. It was obvious that she
was always in a state of continuous distress, which in tum
required continuous help. It was just her bad luck that she
always happened to be in buildings that were catching on
fire.
Personally, I had a small problem. Just as the firemen
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turned on the hydrants and directed their hoses towards
the blaze, I had to go to the bathroom. It never failed.
There was something about water on a screen that made
things very urgent and it always seemed to happen at the
most critical moment, - just when the firemen were saving
the girl. So after the show, my friend, Harold, usually filled
me in with the details of the dramatic rescue that I missed.
He had a flair for describing what happened that was
almost as realistic as the film itself. The main thing was
that the girl had been saved and was ready for more distress the following week.
Another feature in Junction City was the library. It was
a little wooden shack, five feet wide and twelve feet long,
located just behind the church on Seventh Avenue. It had
a door at the one end and a window at the other. There
were bookshelves loaded with books along both side walls
right down to the far end, where a spectacled, elderly lady
sat behind a desk. The aisle was a little over two feet wide
and two light bulbs lit up the place. The first thing you saw
when opening the door, was this menacing looking, awful
lady staring at you from the far end of the 'tunnels.' It was
enough to scare anyone away. I never went in there, but
Harold, being a bookworm, ventured inside about once a
week. Only two people were allowed in the library at any
one time, due to the restricted isle space. Sometimes,
Harold had to wait outside for his tum to enter. We would
sit on the doorstep and wait and wait. It was on one such
occasion that I got the brainwave of the century.
"Why don't we" I said, "include the library in the
things we are goin' to tip over on Halloween night. We
gotta dozen outhouses on the list, so it's not much more
work to tackle the library."
Harold didn't quite see it that way.
"Gee, I dunno. There's lots of Zane Grey books in there
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tthat I hain't read and besides, do y'know what books
, weigh?It'd take an army to tip this thing over."
'

•Gosh, we got the whole Homibrook gang and kin
probablyget help from Mike Morgan's gang an' maybe
even the Rinkydink gang."
"I dunno. It looks too dam heavy to me," said Harold,
-getting up to look the thing over. We went around to the
side of the building, put our shoulders against the wall
andpushed as hard as we could, but it didn't budge.
-Jt's those dam books. There's too many of them."
"I think it's that awful lady in there. She must weigh a
ton.And hey, wait a minute, there's two more in there. No
1
wonder,That's the reason."
We decided to return later when the awful lady had
gonehome and the library was closed. A few days passed
and we reckoned, that even without the awful lady and
customers inside the building, there was no way the
Hornibrook gang could tackle the job. We didn't really feel
we could trust the other gangs with such an important
assignment. They might squeal. We definitely had a problemand it was ours alone.
The solution came in a flash the following Sunday during the sermon in church. In the pulpit my father was
preaching about the disciples on the sea of Galilee who,
having fished all night without catching anything, were
readyto call it quits, when a voice from the shore told
them that their net was on the wrong side of the boat.
"Throw it over the right side and you will catch plenty
of fish," the voice said. That was it. The solution! We
would, with discretion and due respect, remove as many
booksas possible from the library shelves on the one side
of the building and put them in the shelves on the other
side.The result of this would be that one side of the building would be much lighter than the other, making it much
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easier to tip over. I could hardly wait to tell Harold.
He thought the idea was great and together we worked
out a plan in detail. On the day of Halloween, he would
take out as many Zane Grey books he could borrow on his
library card. At the same time, and while the lady was
serving another customer at her desk, Harold would discreetly and quickly move as many books as possible from
the south side bookshelves to the north side bookshelves.
He reckoned ten minutes would be enough. He didn't
think I should go in, being a preacher's son and scared of
the librarian.
Halloween was a major annual event for kids in
Junction City - almost more important than Christmas.
There were hayrides, jack-o'-lanterns, ghosts, goblins, fireworks and the destruction of outhouses. About half of the
houses in Junction City seemed to be without bathrooms,
so an outhouse in the rear yard was a necessity. It was also
regarded as a good place to sit and meditate. For the
Hornibrook gang, Halloween was the night we crossed the
railway tracks into enemy territory to topple all the outhouses we could find. Needless to say, the Moore gang had
the same idea.
Our clubhouse, in our back yard next to the parsonage,
was the biggest eyesore in town. It had a twenty-seven
foot lookout tower that resembled an oil derrick. We were
continuously adding .more height to the tower and hoped
to reach one hundred feet. But in spite of numerous complaints, with reference to the tower of Babel, my father
accepted it as part of the landscape. It was vital that the
clubhouse and tower be protected from possible destruction on Halloween. Unfortunately, this year it was my tum
to guard the place. My father and mother were usually in
the house to back me up if there was trouble. The
Hornibrook gang's secret plan for Halloween night was of
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no interest to my father, nor did he know about it. I think
he just hoped that the night would pass peacefully without incident.
At eight o'clock in the evening on Halloween we had a
meeting in the clubhouse. Everybody was there Hornibrook, Burton, Jimmy Hansen, the two Skovbo kids,
Donald Dill, Pete, Harold, myself and Freddie with his
dog, Jiggs. Everything looked good for the night's rampage. Harold reported that the library was now light on
the south side and heavy on the north side. He had no
trouble carrying out his mission earlier in the day.
Undetected, he managed to move an awful lot of books
around, while another customer conveniently blocked the
view. He was sure the librarian didn't see a thing. So we
decided that the list for the night ahead, was twelve outhouses, the Moore gang's clubhouse and the library. He
and the others left together as it was getting dark. They
had a job to do.
We had a ball game at the baseball diamond the following afternoon. I had noticed that morning much to my
surprise, that the library was still standing, and I wanted
to know the reason why. Homibrook and Harold were sitting at the sideline waiting for their tum to bat. They didn't seem happy.
"Looks like things didn't work out," I suggested.
"You're not kidding," Harold said, "Can ya believe it,
the light was on in that dam library right up to midnight."
"Ya mean it was open that late?"
"Yer dam tootin. She was inside!"
"Somethings fishy here," I pondered, "Nobody ever
goes to a library on Halloween night. D' ya think somebody squealed?"
"I dunno" Homibrook chipped in, "but she looked
awfully busy when we sneaked up and looked in the win-39-

dow."
"Doin' what?"
"I dunno. She was down on her knees doin' something
with the books."
It was Horni.brook's turn to bat. He got up and went to
the plate. One thing I suddenly knew for sure. That awful
woman obviously found out that there was something
wrong with her library.
"Boy, are you ever in trouble, Harold. She must've
found out what ya did!"
"Me in trouble? It was your idea."
"Yeah, but you were the one in the library. I've never
been near the place."
We sat in silence, thinking. Homibrook bunted the ball
and made it to first.
"How 'bout the books you borrowed. You gotta go in
there sooner or later and give 'em back."
"So what?"
"Well, she'll see ya and think, that's the kid who was in
here Halloween day and messed up all my books, and
then you'll be in trouble."
"I'll say it was the preacher's son who started it all."
"No you won't. You know you can't do that when
we're pardners."
Hornibrook stole a base and made it to second. We did
some more thinking.
"Somehow ya gotta get the books back to the library
when they' re due. Let's see, - that's two weeks from now.
What are we worryin' about? We'll think of somethin'
when the time comes."
"Sure," Harold replied "We'll figure out something."
It was his turn to go to the plate. I lay on my back looking up at the blue sky and tried to do some figuring.
It is surprising how slowly time passes by when you
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are bored or forced to do unpleasant things, and how
quickly it goes when there is something you like to do.
Likewise, it's a mystery why things that taste good are bad
for you, and things that taste bad are good for you. Cod
liver oil, our daily remedy, was one example. School hours
seemed to last forever. Free time passed far too quickly.
Spinach tasted awful. Candy tasted good. Sermons in
church lasted forever. Films at the show house were far too
short. Obedience was boring and predictable.
Disobedience was exciting and a challenge - and it just so
happened, that I found myself suddenly faced with such a
challenge.
It was determined by democratic vote, that I should
return the Zane Grey books to the library. All members of
the Hornibrook gang were of the very definite opinion
that, since I thought of the idea in the first place - and in
church of all places - I was responsible for getting the
books back. I would simply walk into the library and
return them on behalf of Harold Bruce who, due to
unknown circumstances, could not deliver the books himself. A relatively simple matter. Nothing to it. Nobody
would ever be suspicious of a preacher's son. The imaginary halo over my head was my protection.
On the due date in the afternoon Harold gave me the
books and wished me luck. I didn't feel good at all. I went
down the street to the library, stood in front of the closed
door for a moment, took a deep breath and walked in.
There she was, that awful, spectacled woman staring at me
from the far end of the tunnel. I walked towards her, feeling a bit dizzy and faint, but managed to reach the desk
without collapsing.
"I'm supposed to return these books."
I was about to say 'for Harold Bruce' but decided in a
flash to leave his name out of it. She opened the book cov-41-

ers, checked the due dates and said,
"Thank you."
That was it. Nice and simple. No problem. My halo
was working. I turned around and quickly went towards
the door not daring to look back. Lot's wife in the Bible
looked back and turned into a pillar of salt. Once out on
the street, I ran home.
At the age of twelve I finally reached eighth grade, the
last grade in Junction City Grade School. It had been a long
haul. Old Lady Ballard was now our main teacher and I
still sat behind Ruth Pryor with her flowing hair, but it
didn't bother me much anymore. I was able to concentrate
on the subject matter being taught and it was about time,
because next year I would be going to high school over on
6th Avenue. That was a whole different ballpark I was told.
The top surface of my wooden school desk had lots of initials carved into it, so I added mine to the list, plus the
crossbone symbol of the Hornibrook gang.
There wasn't too much excitement that winter. We
were all getting a little older - the teachers as well as the
pupils. We had all moved up a notch, or as Harold said,
one step closer to the brink. Life was becoming too serious.
Opal Burgess wasn't teaching us this year. She was in the
other class room. Old Lady Ballard was a little like a dark
cloud, not disturbing, but just depressing.However, I must
give her credit for cramming a lot of knowledge into our
heads with only a few months to go and also for giving us
permission to dash to the windows to see the airplane that
passed over the school. Her one requirement, apart from
good education, was that kids come to school wearing
acceptable footwear. She didn't like toes sticking out of
shoes, This was a problem as some families were very
poor. I remember the two Skovbo kids wore shoes that
were in tatters. Then suddenly everyone had good shoes,
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thanks to a brand new innovative idea that just seemed to
come out of nowhere.
It was a do-it-yourself idea made of materials that were
readily available in large quantities. We took used, discarded rubber inner tubes from car tires and with scissors,
cut them into 12-inch lengths. All car tires had inner tubes
in those days. Using a large needle and stout string, we
sewed the ends flat. Then we cut a round hole about the
size of an ankle near the one end. You put your foot in the
hole - and presto! The shoe was finished. Well, these new
things caught on like wildfire. Girls wouldn't wear them,
but the rest of us thought they were great. They were especially good for walking on gravel or on uneven pavement.
I think inner tube shoes, as acceptable footwear, caught
Old Lady Ballard off guard and also the school principal,
Mr. Westinghouse, who wanted his pupils to be presentable at all times. Nobody really knew what to say
about the black ugly things, except that they looked somewhat like shoes.
Apart from the strange appearance, there was something else. A new odor-that of sweaty feet, seemed to be
noticeable in the eighth grade class room, where at least
eight kids wore inner tube shoes. It was particularly bad
on warm days-so bad, that Old Lady Ballard had to open
all the windows. Tolerance prevailed for a while, but in the
end, (and we knew the end would come), a notice
appeared on the bulletin board in the school corridor, stating that only acceptable footwear would be permitted on
school premises. Innovation had been stifled. For us, this
was hard to understand, considering that education was
supposed to broaden the mind, providing the groundwork
for 'building better mousetraps' in the USA.
As the end of the school season approached, the glee
club became active. We·had to learn to sing an assortment
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of American songs for the final gala evening at the school
where parents and students would gather in complete harmony for 'sign off' and possible award presentations.
Definitely nothing fancy. How I ended up in the glee club
I'll never know. I think it was because all eighth graders
were leaving for good and this was the last kick at the can.
One song we practiced did have significance. It was 'Hail
ol' Grade School, we' re leaving you now for High School'.
Yes, the writing was on the wall, as my father always
said and as far as I was concerned, it looked like it was in
sharp focus. Much as I disliked school there was something about the last days in Junction City Grade school
that made me want to stop the clock. But Harold said I was
nuts. In the end we all went home and they closed the
school for the season.
Two weeks later, my father got the brainy idea that the
American children of Danish farmers in the vicinity
should attend summer school to learn the Danish language. He would be the teacher. The parents were enthusiastic about it all. The kids were devastated. The torture
lasted two weeks and took place at the school in the
assembly room where we pledged allegiance to the flag of
United States of America every morning. But this was different. Our holiday was being ruined by this foreign stuff.
The kids were restless and nothing was learned. Finally
my father had to give up. This time the school was closed
for good.
It was also just in time. My middle name happened to
be Cornaby - from my mother's side. But instead of being
known as Visti Cornaby Favrholdt, someone in the Moore
gang nicknamed me 'Whiskey Cornbeef & Cabbage
Fireball.' This meant a declaration of war and the holiday
was a perfect time for revenge.
Harold and I felt that something more than slingshots
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were necessary to scare the daylights out of the Moore
gang. The idea of one shot at a time was simply not good
enough if we were to have an edge on the enemy. I mentioned to the kids of our gang that what we really needed
was a catapult which could hurl a volley of stones all at
once. Harold agreed and felt a five-gallon can full of stones
would be about right. For a period of two weeks we
worked on sketches and details in the clubhouse. It was
Burton who brought to our attention that the whole idea
was far too complicated, because no one in the club could
even lift a five-gallon can of stones. It was just too much
for a single volley. So we decide to settle for a two-gallon
bucket. Other problems popped up. Since the catapult had
to be operated from our territory, it would be necessary to
hurl the stones over the houses on the east side of
Highway 99 to the next street where the Moore gang's
clubhouse was located - assuming, of course, that the battle took place there. Harold didn't think that we could
build a catapult that could launch stones that high.
However, if the catapult was on an elevated platform or
something, we might be able to clear the roofs.
Our first solution was to build the catapult on our lookout tower, but we had no idea how to go about it. The
tower was also too far back from enemy territory so that
sort of solved that problem. It then became apparent to us
that the stairway landing of the Methodist church could be
the perfect launch pad. It was just across the street from
our clubhouse next to Miller's funeral parlor. It faced
Highway 99 and the Moore gangs clubhouse beyond ..The
entrance door landing, which was twenty steps up from
the sidewalk seemed to be just the right height to strike at
the enemy. We measured the landing and came to the conclusion that the catapult would have to be either mobile
with wagon wheels so we could roll it up the wooden
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church steps, or made in pieces that we could carry up the
steps and then assemble.
Somehow I ended up with all the problems of catapult
design of which I knew absolutely nothing. Daddy and
Mom also knew very little about catapults. However, the
gang succeeded in finding a pair of old wooden wagon
wheels on an axle, which was a start. With much effort,
pushing and pulling, we got the wheels up the church
steps to the top. We could hear someone playing the organ
in the church but we felt it was probably the organist practicing for the next Sunday service. Some kids in the gang
thought the whole idea was just too much hard work. If it
took this much time and sweat just to get the wagon
wheels up the steps, surely it would be next to impossible
to get the whole finished contraption up to this height. We
all stood on the landing, thinking deeply. A man passed by
on the sidewalk below. He also looked at us and the wagon
wheels at the church entrance and probably also was
thinking deeply.
I don't know how it happened, but instead of trying to
solve the problem, the kids suddenly got the idea that it
might be fun to let the wagon wheels roll down the steps.
Before I could get a handle on the situation, the heavy
wheels bounced down the stairway, making a thunderous
noise and rolled across the highway into a hedge on the far
side. It was very exciting and dramatic. The organ music
stopped abruptly and a moment later the church door
behind us opened. I just caught a glimpse of a little old
man peering out before we ourselves tumbled down the
stairs, scattering in all directions.
For three days, following this incident I did not see
Harold. I thought he might be sick or something, but it
turned out he was building a boat. He said, as far as he
was concerned, the catapult idea was a waste of time and
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the lumber we had started collecting for that purpose
could be put to better use. I must say I was impressed. The
boat was six feet long with a flat bottom and it was tarred
real well, making it absolutely leak-proof. This was the
first creation made by a kid in Junction City that was not
designed for war. Harold said he would give it another
coat of tar and we could try it out in the slough.
The next day the boat was ready and together we carried it to the slough, which was in a field next to the baseball diamond. We flipped a coin to see who would make
the maiden voyage to the far side about fifty feet away. I
was lucky to win and Harold held the boat steady as I
climbed in and sat on the bottom. It actually floated.
"Say, this is pretty good," I exclaimed. "it's jus' like a
real boat!"
"Are you kidding" he said, "This is a real boat."
"Gee, we could build all kinds of boats - you know,
with cabins and things,"
"Yeah, I've been thinking 'bout that."
"Hey, won't that be something? Then we could sail on
the river all the way up to Portland and sleep on the boat."
I was really getting excited about our future. Harold
gave me a board to serve as a paddle and gave the boat a
push. Gently it glided on the water surface quiet and
serene. This was a breakthrough in ingenuity - perhaps the
first boat ever seen in Junction City. I tried the paddle. The
boat rocked a bit. A bit unstable, I thought, but nothing to
worry about.
Halfway across, I felt my pants getting wet. I suddenly
realized the boat was leaking, and in a flash I stood up to
avoid sitting in water. It was up to my ankles so I leaped
to the far end of the boat which was high in the air. It came
down with a splash and so I jumped back to the other end
again, but then it flipped over and I was in water over my
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head. Harold, standing on the bank thought this was hilarious and was laughing his head off. There was no attempt
to saveme as I struggledto the bank. I stood there dripping, feelinglike a drowned rat.
"Boy, was that ever funny. You have no idea how funny
you looked." He was still laughing.
"What are we gonna do now? I gotta be home pretty
soon. I can't go like this."
"Hey, wotta ya worrying 'bout? We'll have your
clothes dried out in no time. It's no problem at all."
We headed for a vacant house a block away from
where he lived and he lit a fire in the old belly stove that
was there. I took off all my clothes and we held them, facing the stove for what seemed to be the longest time. An
hour later I was in dry clothes again, greatly relieved.
"Okay, you're as good as new. They'll never know the
difference. There's no need to breathe a word 'bout what
happened. Jus' act natural."
I actually felt pretty good. There was absolutely nothing about me that could give reason for suspicion that I
had almost drowned. By the time I got home, I was aware
I was late. Daddy, Mom and the kids were already seated
at the supper table.
"How come you are so late?," Mom asked, as I took my
place.
I remembered what Harold said about not breathing a
word. But with all eyes upon me and being a preachers
son, I had to spill the beans. I couldn't see any other way
out. So I confessed as to what happened.
Daddy and Mom were not happy at all. They told me
that it could have been a very dangerous situation. Perhaps
it would be best if I didn't play with that kid Harold.
"Have there been any other incidents like this?" Daddy
asked
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"No, that's the only one."
Harold, upon hearing about my confession, stayed
away from our house for a whole week.

CHAPTERSIX
It was during the early summer of 1933,that I sensed a
slight disturbance to our lifestyle in Junction City. We were
consistently poor, but it now seemed to be even more so. I
noticed members of the congregation frequently visiting
my father and mother in the evenings. Behind closed
doors there would be discussions in the front room. I didn't pay too much attention to what was going on. After all,
that was the adult world. It didn't concern us, the children.
Our world was different and was much more fun.
Personally, I had no intention of ever becoming an adult.
However, at the age of twelve and with grade school now
over forever more, I had the funny feeling that things were
not quite right. Opal Burgess was gone. Old Lady Ballard
was gone. All the frustration, excitement, noise and activities of grade school were gone. A door had been closed. It
was as though a faint breeze rustled through the leaves of
the trees, breaking the stillness of the air. Maybe there was
nothing to be alarmed about, but somehow I felt uneasy.
Having to go to high school at the end of the holiday
was in itself alarming. That big two-story wooden building on the other side of town, called Washburne High
School, looked like a penitentiary. It could only spell trouble for us all; I did not look forward to it. In fact, I didn't
really need it. Both Harold and I felt we knew enough to
get by. After all, life in the Willamette valley wasn't that
complicated and we had no intention of doing any work
anyways, if we could help it. You could always get by,
swiping fruit from trees for food, sleeping in a hayloft and
going down to the river for refreshment and relaxation.
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The climate was alwaysmild. Therewas never any snow
to worry about. As long as we stayed in the valley and didn't go to the places that were in turmoil, like my father
mentioned in the church prayers, we would be all right.
So we started the summer vacation with the feeling of
joy, confidence and abandonment, but also painfully
aware of the presence of the high school - the place of confinement for the next four years. The only good thing I
could see about that place, was that kids who went there
seemed to have 'tin tizzies' which were old stripped-down
Model T Fords painted in outrageous colors. A whole
bunch of kids would pile into these tin lizzies and drive
around town like yahoos.
Being the eldest in the family, I seemed to be assigned
chores on an increasing scale. One of these was the daily
one mile walk out to a farm to fetch free milk. With Blackie
and a tin pail, I was able to make the round trip in an hour.
I found it absolutely uncanny how heavy a pail of milk
became when moved from one place to another. Someday,
I thought, I'll finish the bicycle I was making and then the
round trip would be only twenty minutes. I had been
working on the bike for two years, but all I had was the
frame, handle bars and one wheel. Maybe part of this
year's bean field money might be enough to buy the other
parts at a bicycle shop in Eugene.
The daily one-mile walk for a pail of milk took me past
the haunted house just off Highway 99 at the edge of town.
It certainly was well known by all the kids as being a place
where you could get into trouble. The reason was Guy
King,an old grumpy man who lived in the place. The two
story tumbledown, dilapidated wooden structure was just
about ready for the garbage heap. With sagging foundations, broken windows and a front garden full of weeds, it
had all the indications of being the residence of ghosts,
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lins and evil spirits. We had the impression that Guy
g was in charge of these occupants and could unleash
mat will, should we venture near the place. At the front
d the house was a bay window turret, with a command. g view up and down the street. It was here, peering out
of the second floor windows, that grumpy Guy King kept
a wicked, watchful eye on passersby, in particular kids like
me. Yes, there was some justification for his concern
because, as a dare, kids frequently took pot shots at the
house with their slingshots. This really stirred him up. He
would come dashing out of the front door, screaming and
yelling,with kids scattering all over the place like chickens.It was so exciting. But with my pail and Blackie, I kept
mynose straight ahead every day as I passed the place and
encountered no problems. My daily chores and obligations
seemed to somewhat deprive me of the reckless and carefree abandon of yesterday.
Early that summer it was decided to get Project
Devastation underway. All Hornibrook gang members felt
that the secret weapon was necessary in our ongoing conflict with the Moore gang. This was about the same time
that our president, Franklin D. Roosevelt got project New
Deal underway to pull the United States out of the depression. He was dealing with economic issues. We were dealing with defense issues. So lots of things were happening.
In the woodshed behind the parsonage, Harold and I started to construct a large wooden tank. Equipped with four
wagon wheels, the big boxlike contraption, mounted on
the axles, would enable us to advance on the enemy, and
being inside the box, we could fire at them with our slingshots through small portholes. It would be propelled by
pushing it from the inside. We hoped to have the mobile
monster, called 'No Deal', completed before the beanfields
were ripe. After that there would be very little time.
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It was half way through the lazy summer that the very
first inkling of a disturbance seemed to appear. We children were told that Daddy was going to travel to Denmark
to enquire about a job. Obviously things were not going
well here. It was as if someone was rocking the boat, but so
far the sea was calm and we were still afloat. It didn't look
like there was anything to worry about. He was just going
to check on things.
We went down to the train station to see him off. With
his hat and suitcase he looked like a successful salesman.
As we stood there waiting for the train to come up from
Eugene, I wondered how we were going to manage without him. It was a long way to Denmark- four days by train
to New York and almost fourteen days by boat to that distant country, way up north on the other side of the ocean.
I was told it was as far away as Bethlehem, but much colder. If one looked at the sky on a clear night and located the
last star of the Big Dipper - well, directly below that star
here on earth was Denmark. It was at a place called the Far
North. Donald Dill told me that.
It was very quiet after Daddy left. We didn't seem to
make so much noise or quarrel as often as we used to, but
Mom was cheerful as always and kept everything under
control - just like her sister in England who we called
Auntie Annie. We had never seen Auntie Annie, only photos, but her frequent letters made us feel that she was part
of our family. She seemed to be positive and happy just
like Mom. When we sent a letter to her, Mom always wrote
on the envelope: 'Postman, postman, don't be late. Auntie
Annie cannot wait.' They both seemed to possess a flair for
palm reading and similar unusual things as a harmless
pastime like the time I had a wart on my finger. Mom told
me to get a needle, rub it back and forth on the wart, then
bury the needle in the back yard and not tell anyone where
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buried. The wart should disappear within two
. I was very, very impressed when it did. I told all
friends about it and really spread the good news
d. Now, had it been my father, he would have
pted to resolve the wart problem with prayer, - but
mother was more practical.
Beforewe knew it, the beanfields were upon us.
oeverthought of putting beanfields in the Willamette
ey sure caused a lot of trouble. Once again we had to
through the trauma of baking in the sun and suffering
much I wonder who ate all those beans. We didn't. I
dn't even stand the smell of them. Harold and I debatwhether we should play hookey like in school and skip
beanfield season entirely, but then realized that such an
·on might label us as chicken. I thought Harold's rea. g made good sense. He said, whether we liked it or
, it looked like we eventually would grow up. When
t happened, he would buy out all the beanfields in the
ey and close them down. After that there would be
ce for everyone.
A few exciting things happened during the summer.
e of the grain elevators on Front Street burnt down and
tookthree days to totally put out the fire. Another bit of
·tement was a tent show that came to town. Harold and
helped the workers put up the tent and got two free tickets.We saw a couple of clowns, a man juggle balls and
anotherman on a platform showing how you could stick
pinsthrough your cheek without pain, if you used a specialsecret remedy he was selling. You just rubbed on some
stuffhe had in a bottle and pushed the pins through your
cheek. He had at least four pins going through his cheek
without any indication of pain at all. As a bottle cost two
bits it was quite expensive but with that you got six free
pins. The bottles were these flat curved bottles that fit in
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your back pocket, so it was very practical. I thought it
would be a good idea for my father to show this in church
when he got back. I was sure the congregation would be
impressed and regard it as a miracle. Unfortunately I didn't do anything about it that day, and the next morning
when I went over to the field where the tent show was, it
was gone.
In August, a man and his wife, who lived in a twostory house behind us across the alley, decided to bum the
place down to collect fire insurance. It was a spectacular
fire in the middle of the night. It took an hour to get the
volunteer fire department together and by that time it was
too late. All that was left.the next morning was the foundation. Actually, it was good it burnt to the ground,
because it broadened the view from the clubhouse lookout
tower and they got their insurance money, so everyone
was happy.
My birthday was also in August. Mom made a special
cake for me with 13 candles on it and she and the kids sang
happy birthday. Suddenly I was 13 years old which, as far
as I was concerned, was an unlucky number. But the days
passed by and I noticed I didn't really feel any different
than when I was twelve, so I reckoned there was nothing
to worry about. As a present I was given a yo-yo. This was
very special. Yo-yos were the latest craze with yo-yo clubs
being formed everywhere. So-called 'experts' from out of
town would come to clubs and demonstrate advanced yoyo techniques. Unfortunately Junction City was too far off
the beaten track to be visited by an expert.

CHAPTERSEVEN
It was a warm summer evening and late in the month
when Daddy returned from his long trip. I was standing
on the front porch and suddenly saw him walking towards
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our house with his hat and suitcase. He had just arrived by
train.
"Daddy's here, Daddy's here," I shouted, running
through the house.
We all ran down the street to greet him. We were so
happy to have him back but it quickly became apparent
that he did not find a job as a preacher in Denmark. Oh
well, the main thing was that we were all together again.
He prepared himself to resume his work as before, and
for the rest of us, life went on as usual. The summer was
just about over. Three days later, at the breakfast table, my
mother said she didn't think there was anything to worry
about, because last night she had a dream. She dreamt that
a telegram arrived from Denmark and in it was an offer for
two jobs in Denmark. She didn't know anymore, except
that the one job location was where there was a tall, white
tower. We all regarded her dream as merely an effort to
comfort Daddy. He was quite tired after his trip and somewhat discouraged.
Harold and I resumed our work in the woodshed,
building the tank. We were definitely behind schedule.
High school was not far away. We found that the whole
contraption was becoming much heavier than we had
anticipated and consequently more difficult to use as a
mobile vehicle. We decided that a test run under the cover
of darkness was necessary to verify our findings. With
Hornibrook gang lookouts stationed on street comers, we
wheeled the tank out on to the street one evening. Four of
us got inside through a trap door in the roof and we
pushed it two blocks down to Doctor Rogers' house and
back. It was hard work. Changes would definitely have to
be made.
We also had so much to do on the tower. It was now
thirty-four feet high, but Harold said we should try to
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reach fifty feet before school started. He felt it was more
important than the tank. There were still a lot of buildings
we couldn't see over from the lookout platform, - including the church. He figured we should get it up to one hundred feet to be on the safe side. Hornibrook and Burton
were of the same opinion, because the way it was now, the
enemy could hide behind the church and we would never
know it. We finally decided that both the tank and the hundred-foot tower must be completed by spring 1934.
Next day at about two o'clock in the afternoon, as I was
busy working on the tank, my mother came in and said
that in four weeks time we were going to Denmark!
I stood there, wondering if what I was hearing was
really what I was hearing. Suddenly the whole world
stood still. The clock stopped. The universe was on hold.
"Are you sure?," I asked
"Yes, we just got a telegram from Denmark and Daddy
has been given a choice of two positions as church minister."
"I can't believe it. We can't just leave Junction City." I
was stunned.
"Don't worry. Everything will be all right. It is best for
us. We'll talk more about it at the supper table".
"But we belong here," I pleaded, as she left the woodshed.
Only four weeks. This couldn't be true. I stood there
looking at my work thinking feverishly. What should I do?
We got this tank to finish. And what about the clubhouse
and the tower? The tower was most important. We just
had to get it up to one hundred feet. Who would run the
Hornibrook gang? What about Blackie? Who would take
care of him? Did this mean I would have to say goodbye to
Harold and all my friends? What would I tell them all?
A whole nightmare of problems and questions seemed
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to overwhelm and confuse me. Harold was right. He
~

~

warned me about the 13th year. He said I would continuously have to watch my step during that year. But dam it
all, I didn't expect this. I went outside and sat on the
woodpile to think some more. How about high school? It
would start in a couple of weeks and that was where
everyone would be - everyone I knew. This was awful.
Blackie, forever faithful, came up to me, wagging his
tail. I stroked his head. We just got to stick together, I
thought. How could I get out of this?
At the supper table everyone was happy and excited
except me. I could see Daddy was very relieved. All the
worry and tension, that had been building up ever since he
returned home, was gone. Mom was the same as usual.
She was always happy. The kids were ecstatic, - looking
forward to a big train ride, seemingly indifferent to the
amsequences. Whichever way the wind blew was fine
with them. After the table grace, Daddy added a prayer of
thanksfor our good fortune. I felt at that moment somewhatguilty about being so concerned with the unfinished
tank and other things.
So Mom's dream came true. How did that happen? It
hadnever happened before and frankly, she was not religiousat all. She was like us children. None of us were religious. We, including my mother, just happened to be
under the religious guidance and direction of my father
and it was a very logical and natural environment for us.
We talked about the strange dream. My father felt that it
was spiritually inspired but my mother didn't see it that

way.
"It's just a coincidence," she said, "we all have dreams.
ButI must admit that I was surprised when the telegram
came with the two positions."
"There's so much to do and so much to think about,"
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Daddy remarked, taking the telegram out of his pocket to
have another look at it, "Now, let's see, the one location is
at a place called Sjaellands Odde and the other is in a town
called Kolding. Which shall we choose?"
Don't choose any, I thought. Those were awfully queer
names and could only spell future trouble for us all. Why
don't we just hang on and wait for Roosevelt to pull us out
of our troubles with his New Deal program? We were
Americans and Americans don't emigrate to other countries.
"I think it would be best for the children," Mom suggested, "if we choose the city rather than the country."
Dam it all, here was my future being decided right now at
this very table.
"It would be better for their education."
"Yes, I can see that as being a very good point. What do
you think, Visti?," Daddy asked, would you not rather live
in a city than out in the country?"
"I guess so." What else could I say?
He ran his hand slowly over his hair, thinking deeply.
He had very black hair, which was unusual for someone
born in Scandinavia. Many years later, I heard from Auntie
Annie, that the reason his hair was black was because his
grandmother, at the tender age of 17 had an affair with an
Italian sailor.
"Okay then, let's choose Kolding . It's a very nice place
and I know we will all be happy there."
My fate was sealed.
"Oh, there's so much to do," Mom remarked,"- and to
think of all the canning I've just done. Well, we'll just have
to give it away."
"With regards to school" Daddy pointed out, "I don't
think the children need to go just for the sake of a few
weeks."
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•No, I think they should," Mom replied. "There's far
much to do with the children in the way, - but Visti can
home and help."
There it was. No high school. Another nail in my coffin.
talking and excitement went on all evening, mostly as
hat we should take with us to Denmark and what
d be left behind. By bedtime, I had resigned myself to
fate and the departure from paradise.
Thenext morning Harold and I worked on the tank
· ·cations for over an hour, before I mustered enough
ge to spill the beans.
•Guess what."

•What?"
"We're goin' to Denmark."
"No kiddin' ."
There were a few moments of silence after that. It took
"ttle bit for the impact to settle in. Harold stopped what
was doing and looked at me.
"You're not serious, are ya?"
"Yup, it's for sure an' there ain't nothin' I kin do about
Harold. The fact is we' re leaving pretty soon - in four
ks to be exact."
"Jiminy crickets, ya can't jus' leave everything. What
t this here tank and the clubhouse? Does Homibrook
ow?"
"Nope, I ain't told nobody yet."
"Well, let's keep this quiet, until we kin figure out what
're gonna do. No sense spreading the news around.
y, I got it! Why don't you go into hiding until it all
ws over?"
"Ya mean they all go to Denmark and leave me behind
in Junction 'cause they couldn't find me?"
"Well, sort of."
"Gee, I dunno. Someone else is gonna live in our house
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and where would I go? I can't live here."
"Maybe you kin stay at our place. I'll ask my mom."
Suddenly the work on the tank became so unimportant. We went outside and stood around for awhile.
"D' ya know something I reckon we'd better move all
this stuff to my place." Harold looked at the clubhouse
with the impressive 27-foot lookout tower. "We can't leave
the clubhouse here unprotected."
The clubhouse had a foundation of old railroad ties
and was built to last forever.
"I think we'll have to tell the gang 'bout me leaving,
'cause we can't move all this by ourselves. Wha'd'ya think
-will you tell 'em, Harold?"
He sighed. What a lot of problems for one day.
"Okay, okay, but think 'bout what I said. Hey, wait, I
got it. You kin hide in Donald Dill's garage. We'll bring
food in every day. Nobody will ever know."
"D'ya really think so?"
"Sure, what's wrong with that?"
We talked for another hour, but things got more complicated in my mind all the time. I did a lot of thinking.
Eventually we parted and I went in the house. As soon as
I felt the family around me, I knew I could not go into hiding in Donald Dill's garage. I decided the game was over.
We would all be leaving Junction City together.
The news spread around fast. A day later the whole
town knew we were pulling out. We were now in
September and high school was just about to start.
Everything became urgent. Moving the clubhouse to
Harold's backyard took almost a week. The whole
Hornibrook gang pitched in. The lookout tower had to be
tom down piece by piece, but it would be rebuilt. After all,
the tower was considered just as important as the church
tower across the street. They were both of equal height.
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But we felt our tower served a better purpose, because it
was a lookout. The church tower symbolized the serene
life hereafter. Our clubhouse tower symbolized the concern for the present.
The removal of the clubhouse and tower from the parsonage property was a great relief for the neighborhood.
For more than two years they were confronted with what
they called a community eyesore and had, time and again,
asked my father that it be removed. But Daddy was on my
side.
Friends of the family came to help with the packing
and there was great activity day after day. I started to get
caught up in the excitement of it all. A train trip and sailing on an ocean liner was certainly a lot more thrilling than
anything going on in Junction City. Most kids had never
seen an ocean liner. Our big, heavy, upright piano from
Boston was packed in a large wooden box. Underneath the
keyboard where the pedals were, was a lot of space, so that
was filled with pots, pans, books and chinaware wrapped
in blankets. We were sending all our belongings in boxes
by boat via San Francisco through the Panama Canal to
Denmark. The shipping company in San Francisco had
advised my father that the shipment would go by volume,
so the more we could cram into each box, the better. The
huge box with the piano was packed on the front porch
and must have weighed a ton, because overnight it sort of
settled into the floorboards of the porch and was stuck
there on a slant. The eight of us couldn't move it at all.
High school had started and it was a very strange feeling to be at home while everyone else was at school. I went
over to Washburne High a few days before we were to
leave and looked at the place, as the kids were coming out.
I was on the far side of the street, but a few of them came
over and remarked how lucky I was, not having to go to
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school. I didn't feel that way. I actually felt like an outsider,
- like having some sort of contagious disease or something.
A big truck ca~e to the house early one morning to
pick up all the stuff for San Francisco. Almost at the same
moment, a telegram came from the shipping company,
saying that they made a mistake. The goods would be
shipped and billed by weight and not by volume. This was
a shocker for Daddy, because it meant that the box containing the piano, books, pots, pans and chinaware would
cost a fortune. I really don't know how he managed things
financially, but the two men who came in the truck couldn't manage things either. The piano box, stuck in the front
porch, was like concrete. They tried and tried, but nothing
moved, so they told my father that they needed more help.
Daddy went down to a gas station a block away, bringing two men back with him. Together, the five of them
managed to get the piano off the porch onto the sidewalk.
Another man passing by also helped and together we all
managed to roll it up on to the truck. The porch was damaged, but it couldn't be helped. All the other items went
into the truck pretty fast and by noon, the house was
empty. Daddy talked at length with the driver, signed
some papers and shortly after that, the truck drove away
down Highway 99 to San Francisco with almost all of our
worldly belongings.
The kids now had a great time, running from one
empty room to another, making all the noise they wanted.
To me, it was as though we were eliminating ourselves
from the face of this earth. We were burning all bridges
and erasing all tracks. The atmosphere, sounds, activities
and environment had just evaporated. Harold passed by
to see how things were going and we both agreed it all
looked pretty grim.
A farmer, at whose place we now were staying, passed
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by. He parked his old Model T Ford in front of the house.
He and Daddy looked at the damaged porch and then
went together over to the church to check things. Mom
told us to gather all the suitcases and our belongings and
put them in the farmer's automobile. We checked the
rooms for the last time and then we all went out on the
front porch. Daddy and the farmer drove out to the farm
with the suitcases. There was no room in the automobile
for anything else, so the seven of us with Blackie sat on the
porch step in the afternoon sun and waited for their
return. It seemed so quiet. I think Blackie realized that
something was happening that was not good, because he
whined a bit and kept licking my face.
Half an hour later they came back and we all piled into
the front and back seats of the automobile. It was a treat.
Not very often did we get the opportunity to ride in a
Model T Ford. These vehicles were always called automobiles, in contrast to newer models, which were called cars.
The farmer took the crank out of a toolbox on the running
board and after a lot of vigorous cranking, got the engine
running with explosions and smoke. He then jumped in
behind the wheel to regulate the choke before it conked
out. After a few jerks and explosions the vehicle started
moving. We all took one last look at the parsonage and
church, as we puttered down the highway.
"I'll see ya at the station tomorrow," Harold said, waving his arm.
It was in the late afternoon of the next day. Our time
had come. The leaves on the trees had turned golden
brown and were falling to the ground, the loose hay was
stacked high in wagons in the fields, the corn was ripe and
so were the apples and pears. There was a lovely fragrance
in the air as we headed for the station. It was harvest time
in this beautiful valley - the time of hayrides to the barns,
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apple pie, com on the cob, watermelons, Halloween
pumpkins, Thanksgiving turkey and cranberry sauce- so
much to experience and enjoy. The farmer's Model T
chugged down Dane Lane carrying the eight of us to our
destiny. Another farmer in his vehicle, followed behind us
with our suitcases.
There must have been at least fifty people on the platform at the station. I recognized most of them as being
members of the church congregation. They flocked around
as we climbed down from the vehicle. Harold was there.
So were Donald Dill, Hornibrook and Burton. We had
Blackie with us to give to Harold. He had said he would
take care of him while I was gone. I had told Harold I
would be back as soon as I could make it. Our suitcases
were placed side by side in a neat row on the platform. My
father and mother were very busy shaking hands with all
our friends. My father thanked them all for the wonderful
years we had with them and they did likewise, wishing us
a wonderful trip. After that initial flurry of activity had
died down, everyone stood along the platform facing the
track, wondering what more there was to talk about. It was
like waiting for a funeral to begin.
I looked at the rails - the rails that would remove me
from Oregon. An idea came to my mind. I jumped down
onto the tracks and placed six pennies on one of the rails,
which was all I had in my pocket. Climbing up on the platform again, I told Harold to pick up the flattened pennies
after the train had passed and give them to members of our
gang 'in remembrance of me'. That was a phrase I had
learned in church. I cuddled a bit with Blackie. So did the
rest of the kids. He didn't know what it was all about. It was
going to be hard not to have Blackie at my side, but it was
all temporary. I would return and it would be very soon.
Right on time the train, called the 'Portland Rose,'
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appeared with the whistle blowing and surrounded by
lots of steam and smoke . As it pulled to a stop at the train
platform, all the excitement began. We all grabbed the
suitcases, and there was lots of hugging and handshaking all around. One after another, we climbed aboard,
running inside to find places at the windows, so we could
wave to everybody. Faithful as ever, Blackie eagerly followed.
"Blackie's here, Blackie's here!", the kids shouted,
excitedly with great concern. He was so happy to be on the
train and jumped up on the wooden seat next to me. It was
a most difficult moment, I had to lead him by the collar,
back through the train to the steps, where Harold, realizing what was happening, took over. He grabbed Blackie's
collar and held him back on the platform. My father came
on board and made a quick count one, two, three, four,
five, six. Yes, we're all here. There was a brief pause of
anticipation and then the train conductor shouted 'All
aboard. We looked at everybody on the platform through
. the open train windows and they all looked at us. So many
friends. So many faces In a minute or two it would all be
only memories. It was a sad occasion indeed. There was no
rejoicing. Nobody really felt good. It was as if everyone
had a stomach ache.
And yet it could be reversed. All we had to do was tell
the conductor to hold everything, because we had
changed our minds and wanted to get off. Everybody
would light up and be happy. We could have a big party.
The train whistle sounded. There was a lot of huffing
and puffing from the big, black engine as it came alive,
with steam bursting out everywhere and then suddenly,
we were moving. Everyone started waving frantically
with their hands, arms, hats and . handkerchiefs. We
stretched our arms out of the windows, touching hands for
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the last time. This was it. History in the making. The final
chapter. Paradise over. It was the fourth of November,
1933.
The train gathered momentum. Before we knew it, the
station was behind us. We started to pick up speed.
Leaning out of the window and waving my arm, I shouted to Harold. "Take care of Blackie. I'll see ya soon."
Harold shouted back but I didn't hear what he said. As
I looked back at the station, with all the people standing
there, the whole picture grew smaller and smaller until it
eventually became just a speck. It was all over. Goodbye,
Junction City.
We sat back in our seats, slightly bewildered. I
had my suitcase next to me on the seat. It was a very
important suitcase, as it contained my slingshot plus
a special slingshot Harold gave me, four bottles of
rootbeer extract from Peters grocery, two jigsaw puzzles, my yo-yo, a bag of glass marbles, my geography book from school, my toothbrush, the American
flag with a flag pole, three photos of the clubhouse,
some clothes and my beanie cap - which by the way,
had nothing to do with beanfields.
We were somewhat silent now, just for the moment, sitting in our new environment. The huffing and puffing up
front and the clicking of the wheels on the rails were the
only sounds, providing a steady rhythm that would be
with us for the next four days. There was also a visual
rhythm - that of telephone poles flying past like a picket
fence. There was no doubt, things were happening. In
Portland that evening, we changed trains - from the
Portland Rose to Union Pacific, the train that would take
us all the way to Chicago. That night we left Oregon, the
most important state in the Union. From now on we were
on our own.
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CHAPTEREIGHT
At bed time there was a bit of disturbance in our
Pullman sleeping car, about who should sleep in an upper
berth and who should sleep in a lower berth. My mother
solved the problem by saying that we would all take tu.ms
sleeping upper and lower, and also take turns as to who
might sit next to a window in the daytime. The first night
it took a long time to fall asleep.
Next day I decided to find out where we were heading.
I took the geography book out of my suitcase and opened
it to the last two pages, that gave all the information one
needed to know about the rest of the world. There were a
couple of world maps in the front of the book that showed
country borders and the annual rainfall, but it was in the
back of the book that the nitty gritty facts were given about
foreign countries. Going through the book it was easy to
see that the United States of America was more important
than all these foreign countries, since there was so little
about them and so much about us. And that was why
everyone wanted to come here. Really, with this trip we
were bucking the tide. We were going the wrong way. On
the second to the last page under index D, it said
'Denmark is a little country in Scandinavia. The land,
which is at sea level, is flat and it is surrounded mostly by
water. Fishing and agriculture provide the livelihood for
the small population'. It wasn't too much to go on. Fishing
would be okay, but this word 'agriculture' sounded like
there might be beanfields there. I looked back at the world
map. Yes,it was awfully far away from Oregon. It might be
harder to get back than I thought. And another thing,
being way up north who knows, there might even be
snow. We might even have to wear winter clothes. Well,
we didn't have any, so that solved that problem.
We crossed the Rockies, amazed at all the spectacular
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scenery and color, and descended into the prairies, a landscape that seemed to go on forever and ever without
change. Passing through small towns in Idaho, Wyoming,
Nebraska and Iowa, poverty was evident, but it wasn't
until we arrived on the outskirts of Chicago that the real
severity of the depression appeared. As if in a different
world of our own, we looked through the train windows
at a passing panorama of abandoned stockyards, dirty
streets and brick buildings, dilapidated, unpainted, wooden shacks with garbage everywhere, telephone poles,
wires, clotheslines with laundry between buildings, hobos
standing around, breadlines, empty back streets, empty
stores, For Sale signs on walls, litter on sidewalks, in doorways and in alleys - a panorama of destitution amid
squalor and pollution. Hundreds of men were standing at
the side of the tracks, waiting for passing freights, but we
had only quick glimpses of their faces as our train passed
them by. It took us an hour to thread our way through the
maze of railroad tracks in Chicago's backyard, before we
finally reached the Dearborn Station.
As we emerged from the door of the train, down the
steps onto the crowded platform in the cavernous building, Daddy made a quick count to see if all of us and our
suitcases were off the train. It was here in Chicago we were
to change trains for the last leg to New York. I noticed,
standing on the platform that the name on the side of our
Pullman car was Hiawatha. After verifying that all twelve
items were in one spot - six children, five pieces of luggage
and Mom, he left us to find out what train we now were to
take.
We all stood close together with our suitcases around
us and waited. It was sort of like a circle of covered wagons in the prairies, providing protection from the Indians.
This was a very crowded place - something like when you
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remove a rock and see millions of disturbed ants scurrying
around. And really, all this activity was unnecessary if
everybody had stayed at home - like we should have done.
Daddy came back with information and instructions,
and we all followed him like quail with our suitcases to
another train platform. He found a bench where we could
sit and wait for our train, which he said, should be here in
about one hour. Time seemed to go rather quickly as we
sat there, because there was so much to look at.
Suddenly Vita said she had to go to the bathroom!
Panic erupted! In twenty minutes the train would be here.
Where was the bathroom? We all got up and looked
around desperately.
"Can't you wait?" pleaded my mother.
"No, no, I got to go now" Vita wailed, jumping up and
down. This was an awfully big station and from where we
were standing, there was no sign of a bathroom, washroom, restroom or whatever they might have called it in
Chicago. Daddy reacted immediately. Time was of the
essence. He grabbed Vita by the hand and together they
rushed down the platform, disappearing in the crowd.
Three minutes later he was back with Vita still jumping up
and down.
"I found it," he shouted, "but I can't go in with Vita,
because it says 'Ladies' on the door!"
Without hesitation Mom grabbed Vita and once again
there was a rush down the platform into the crowd.
No sooner had they left than our train came in easing
to a stop at the platform. We looked at the clock overhead
There was still a full ten minutes before departure time.
Daddy put the five of us and the suitcases on board the
train and stood on the platform waiting, looking very concerned. We all leaned out of the open train windows, looking down the platform for a sign of Mom and Vita. The
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overhead clock changed almost unnoticed to five minutes.
With his hat in his hand, Daddy ran down to the conductor at the other end of our rail car. I could see he had a lot
to say, the way he was using his arms and now and then
pointing in the direction of the bathroom.
The scheduled time for departure suddenly arrived.
We kids expected the very worst to happen. The big
engine, way down at the far end, was sort of simmering,
with steam oozing out all around, impatient and ready for
action. We were extremely upset but Daddy came back to
us, calming us down somewhat, by saying the conductor
told him they would hold the train and wait a bit. Other
people were also hanging out of windows, saying goodbye to their friends in anticipation of prompt departure.
Five minutes past the scheduled departure time, Mom and
Vita reappeared, running towards us with great haste.
Daddy, standing at the steps, helped Mom and Vita aboard
and followed closely behind them. The conductor was
next to follow, blowing his whistle as he waved toward the
engine. Almost instantly the train moved. What a relief.
We were all together again.
My mother explained that the reason for the delay was
that there were coin operated locks on the toilet doors. She
couldn't open them and she had no money. Eventually she
found an attendant who opened one of the doors after
noticing how much Vita was jumping up and down. This
whole episode was almost enough to generate a heart
attack. As we pulled out of Chicago we became more
relaxed. It was getting dark now. We closed the windows,
sat back and waited for mealtime in the dining car. It had
been a disturbing day.
At the end of the fourth day our train trip was over. We
had finally arrived in New York. But although we could
see the famous skyscapers, we ended up on the other side
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the river in Hoboken. I have no idea how my father
d such a cheap rundown place for our last night in
h America. It was a three story, brick rooming house,
eezed in between a number of other questionable brick
· dings, all of them on a dark street that looked like a
ding ground for gangsterism. I figured we were in this
sleazyplace because it was dirt cheap. After all, we were
prettypoor. He must have been given the address from
tomeonein Junction City. For much of the night, the flashingneon lights of a diner directly across the street kept me
awake.
The luxurious ocean liner was called Frederik the
Eighth.It was big. It had two masts, one with a crow's
nest, and two large funnels. The ship must have been
about600 feet long. We arrived at the docks on the New
Yorkside of the Hudson River about noon, after having
gone under the river by subway and after a quick visit to
the Chrysler building. There were a few formalities with
papersthat my father took care of, and then we went up
the gangplank.
I had prepared myself for this historical moment. I
wished newspaper photographers had been there to take
pictures or maybe even a reporter from Junction City
Tt.mes,to record the very moment I lifted my foot from
American soil. But of course, there was no one around. I
would have liked to have seen a write-up in the Junction
City Times under my photo - with one foot on American
soil and the other on the gangplank. The write-up would
say, 'Young American leaves United States temporarily.
Visti Favrholdt, who has been such an asset to our community over the years, is currently on an overseas trip. We
have been informed that he will return shortly to Junction
City.' I knew, of course, that this was wishful thinking. It
was more likely that a write-up would consist simply of
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two words 'Good riddance'.
I stood at the bottom of the gangplank on American
soil as long as I was permitted to do so. Everyone else
seemed happier on the ship. But the time for farewell had
come. I was compelled to get on board. The gangplank
was taken away, the ropes pulled in and an earth shattering blast from one of the funnels, signalled our departure
from the land where we belonged. We eased down the
Hudson River,assisted by tugboats and then were let loose
to find our way to Denmark.
For the next hour I stood by a railing at the stem, keeping my eyes fixed on the Statue of Liberty. My mother
came and asked if I didn't want to join the rest of the kids
who were having so much fun elsewhere on the ship, but
I said, "No, I'll stay here a little and see the last of
America."
"Well, take care you don't catch a chill and don't be too
long."
"Okay I'll be up in a little while."
She left and I looked at the trail of white foam from the
ship all the way out to the horizon. The Statue of Liberty
was definitely getting smaller. The configuration was
clearly defined,.but it was very far away. It almost looked
like it was waving goodbye. The lower part of the statue
disappeared first, sinking into the ocean. And then the top
part, the head and arm holding the torch, just faded away
ever so gently. I stood there for a little while longer. I felt
that an important part of my life was now a memory.
Frederik the Eighth, named after a Danish king, was a
floating palace. By the standards of the day, it probably
didn't rate very high, but for the poor passengers from
Oregon, it was luxury unlimited. To be served lavish, three
course meals with real tablecloths and silver cutlery, by
waiters all dressed in white, to have your bed prepared
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·th fresh linen everyday, to be treated like royalty with
g at all to do - these were blessings my mother had
er experienced before. I, for my part, looked forward
ch day to the scrumptious desserts consisting of
apoleon tarts, Othela cake, fruit and ice cream. There
as a small library on board and even a grand piano. We
ereliving in fantasy land.
We passed Cape Race of Newfoundland and I was told
thatwe would be heading over the top of Scotland and
en sail down to Denmark. Why the captain decided on
t!l!:$
;r.ilS·
route, when my geography book clearly showed that
straight line from New York to Denmark was much
•orter than a curve, I could not figure out. I was sure Old
dy Ballard would have agreed with me.
I spent many hours up on deck standing at the railing
atching the waves, the seagulls and in particular, the sea.an standing alert in the crow's nest, a basket attached to
e forward mast about fifty feet above the deck. His job
s to watch out for anything ahead that might present a
r.:'1danger, such as a whale, iceberg or another ship. Every
ur on the hour he had to ring a bell above the crow's
t, to indicate that he was still awake. This was in place
radar, which was yet to be invented. The constant vibra. n of the ship's propellers, the bellowing black smoke
born the red painted funnels, trailing along in the wake for
milesbehind us, the gentle roll of the deck the sound of the
aves and the sea breeze in my face - all this gave me a
leelingof being on a very special voyage at a very special
~e, but still in a state of limbo, suspended between two
iWorlds.
It wasn't long before the many passengers on board
ed to mingle. I met a boy my age from New Jersey. He
·d his Dad was fed up with New Jersey and all the hase there, so he and his family were now on their way to
pu1-•u·, ..
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Russia, where there was no depression. I didn't know
where Russia was, except that it was in the same direction
as we were going. He had a sister, a bit younger, who was
very beautiful with brown hair. My heart fluttered every
time I saw her. I tried to be wherever she was, without
being noticed. Harold certainly wouldn't approve of such
goings-on and I felt somewhat guilty of misconduct.
Fortunately she was with her brother most of the time, so
when I saw him, I saw her. She never said anything and I,
for my part, wouldn't ever think of uttering a word. I just
couldn't imagine such a thing ever happening. This was
simply a case of digesting beauty, like seeing a rose in a
garden. You don't pick it. You only look at it. The attraction
did not diminish and I was somewhat disturbed by it all.
My father certainly wouldn't approve of this, so I felt I
really had a problem.
Everything in life is temporary, whether it is troubles or
pleasure, joy or sorrow, and so it was in this case. After
lying awake for hours on my bunk wondering if I dare say
something to her, I found out the next morning, that all my
troubles were washed away. It so happened that at midnight, a storm came up, bringing with it, heavy seas and
wind. In a matter of hours, the beautiful girl with the
brown hair became seasick and I never saw her again.
Time passed by rather quickly. The day of reckoning
was not far away. I did not have the slightest inkling as to
what lay ahead, but one thing I knew for sure, it would not
be another Junction City. For one thing, the climate would
be different. Already, on board this ship, I noticed that the
weather was getting colder and we no longer spent much
time outside. Also, we were losing time going east. The
hour hand of the clock in the ship's dining room was
moved one hour forward every day. Oh well, I would get
the lost time back when I returned to Junction City.
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To keep the passengers entertained the ship's address
broadcast music. Since they a\?\?arentlyonly had a
ple of gramophone records, the repetitious monotony
of the music was almost too much to bear. 'The Blue
anube'and a melody called 'The Whistler and his Dog'
wereheard every day all across the Atlantic. I wondered
hat the seagulls thought of it all, flying with our ship all
theway to Europe.
After being on the ocean for eleven days, extra cheer
ame our way in the form of the Captain's Dinner, a grand
.finaleto our life in fantasy land. Here we saw the captain
in person, smartly dressed in his white uniform with gold
buttonsand trimmings, - the person responsible for getting us through the raging storms - and finding Denmark
probably the next day. We were not privileged to sit at his
tableas we were not important enough, but we were in the
same room and it was considered an honor to be in his
presence. Little did the captain know, that in five years
time, this mighty ship, with all it's power, glamour and
luxury would be sold as scrap metal to England for the
making of cannons for World War Two and he probably
wouldbe joining the list of unemployed. But right now he
lookedvery important and the ship was in one piece with
a purpose and a destination.
That night our ship entered a fjord in Norway.
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Memories From A
Danish American Parsonage
by BODIL STRADSKOVSORENSEN
Those of us who grew up in the Danish-American
colonies of the 30's and 40's experienced a life that has
now disappeared. It was a rich and unique life. It was a
time of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd generation immigrants adjusting
to the American culture and at the same time cherishing
their particular brand of Danish heritage.
My parents, Rev. Holger and Marietta Strandskov,
served four Midwest Danish congregations: Kronborg,
Nebraska; Tyler, Minnesota; Dwight, Illinois; and
Kimballton, Iowa. Because Tyler was where I spent most of
my childhood (1930-1943)I have the strongest memories
of my parents from there.
Father and Mother worked as a team. When they came
to Tyler, they both saw the need for changes in the Tyler
church. At that time the whole program was conducted in
Danish. Although Father was second generation and
Mother third generation American, both spoke, read, and
wrote Danish fluently. In Tyler, they usually spoke Danish
in our home.
But many of the children in the congregation did not
use Danish as much as their parents. Early in the 30's,
Father got permission to augment the totally Danish program with an English Sunday School as well as an English
confirmation class. Enrollment numbers in confirmation
classes tell the story: In 1936, there were 21 Danish confir-76-

mands, 11 English. But every year after that, the number of
Danish confirmands decreased, until 1943, when all were
instructed in English.
Because Father felt strongly that all the confirmands
should have some English religious training, he combined
the Danish and English confirmation classes on
Wednesday afternoon with an English class in New
Testament stories. Then on Saturday morning, he conducted separate Danish and English classes in the Old
Testament, hymnology, church history, and the catechism.
For some congregational members the introduction of
English into the church program was almost a heretical
act. Angry letters to the national paper, Dannevirke,and
stormy congregational meetings surrounded most of the
changes. One particularly vehement member of the congregation came to Father to arrange for his daughter's
wedding. When all other details had been decided,
Father'slast question was, "Shall the ceremony be in
Danish or English?" The bride's father hesitated, then
finally conceded that because the groom was not Danish,
the ceremony would have to be in English. Privately,
Fathersavored his antagonist's reluctant recognition of

ieality.
Against great opposition, Father began a Sunday
evening English Church service, once a month. But as
attendance at that service grew, the church council agreed
have the English service Sunday morning before the
Danishservice, every Sunday. Finally, probably by the late
30's, Father had a complete double program of Danish and
English church services, Sunday Schools, confirmation
~'
and ladies aides.
Busyas he was in Tyler, Father also assumed additionresponsibilities to serve other Danish Americans. For
eral years he served the small, nearby Danish congre-77-

gations in Ruthton, Diamond Lake, and White, S.D. as well
as serving as editor of Lutheran Tidings, the synodical
paper of our Danish synod. I think he had that job for 14
years.
At the same time he held all these jobs, he was, for
awhile, district president (like a bishop) and he served on
the Tyler boards of the Danish Parochial School, the Folk
School Association (which prided itself on being separate
from the church), and the Danish Children's Home.
He was responsible for giving many of the monthly lectures for the Folk School group which required considerable historical research about a variety of Danish subjects
as well as study of the social challenges of those days.
When state regulations made it impossible for the
Children's Home to continue, Father initiated the change
over to an Old People's Home, which later evolved into
the Danebod Retirement Village.
During his regular ministry, Father never had a secretary and spent hours typing. He had also personally
invested $100 in a mimeograph machine which was used
most in publishing the monthly church paper, Danebod
Hilsen (Greetingsfrom Danebod).Typing the last page first,
he had that ready when my uncle, aunt, and cousin
arrived at 7 P.M. Carl ran that page off on the mimeograph
so that Mother, Marie, and also, when we got older, Elaine
and I, could write the several hundred addresses. By then,
Father and Carl had finished typing and running off the
rest of the pages so that we could all collate, staple with a
hand tool that used no staples, and tie in bundles for the
post office. Mother served freshly baked cinnamon rolls
and we'd finish long after midnight.
Mother was a full time partner in the Tyler ministry. A
third generation Danish American, she spoke, read and
wrote Danish as fluently as Father, whose parents had
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::w,mefrom Denmark as children. Mother's grandfather,
>~tian
J. Refshauge, a schoolteacher, had emigrated to
America rather than teach under the Germans who had
conquered his home area in Slesvig during the war of 1864.
He settled on a farm near Fredsville, Iowa, brought over
hisDanish bride, raised a large family, and was a leader in
thatDanish community, sometimes taking on pastoral
duties if no pastor was available.
Their oldest daughter, Anne, married Wilbur N.
Hostrupof Cedar Falls, Iowa, whose parents had also
mme from Denmark. But this couple had not worked hard
at teaching their children Danish. So after Anne and
Wilbur's marriage, Anne following her father's example,
proceeded to teach Wilbur how to read and write Danish
more fluently and Danish was spoken in their home. They
wereactive in their Danish church. They trained Mother
carefully.
She used that training working side by side with
Father.Due to his precarious health, Father needed her.
Shedirected young people's programs, the choir, and children'splays for special occasions. Often she entertained
theLadies Aid with readings or musical selections. At a
recreation camp she had made a string puppet, dressed in
a Danish folk dance costume, named Karen. Mother
taught me to manipulate the puppet and we presented
programs together. She taught the neighborhood children
music and piano lessons.
She did a lot of the typing, all the proofreading, and
much of the translating required for Lutheran Tidings.A
few times while Father was ill, she edited the whole paper.
She also was in charge of the subscriber's list. All of
this was volunteer labor. I don't think she ever preached a
sermon, but in a different time, she could have.
At this same time she had four children in nine years,
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took care of a large parsonage, and did much entertaining.
Father stretched a very lean budget to hire the able full
time help of Emelia Petersen and later Magda Sorensen to
assist Mother with the household tasks. That allowed
Mother to work more closely with Father.
Inadvertently, Mother caused the remodeling of the
historic Stone House meeting hall in Tyler. When Father
and Mother moved there in 1930, Mother was pregnant
with my brother, Ove. Her first visit to Dr. Vadheim was
almost her last.
Without examining her, he set her down and declared
that he would not have another Danish minister's wife as
a patient unless she would follow his instructions to the
letter. "You are not to serve coffee to every Tom, Dick, and
Harry that drops in. You are not to wait up for your husband if he has a late evening meeting. You are not to hostess the Ladies Aid every month, etc.,etc., etc.
It seems that Mrs. Alfred Jensen, Milda, Mother's predecessor, had worked far too hard in Dr. Vadheim's opinion. Now, with a new minister's wife, he was establishing
conditions.
For fifteen minutes Mother didn't have a chance to say
a word to this ordinarily quiet man. Finally, when he
paused, Mother answered that she would have no trouble
following his directions, except all the ladies were anxious
to see how the parsonage now looked and had already
scheduled the ladies aid meeting to be there, as usual.
"Just this once," was his terse reply.
Mother found it horrendous to get ready for the meeting. Among many other details, they had to haul chairs
and dishes from the Stone Hall for the sixty expected
ladies. Then, because there was a coffee committee,
Mother thought she would not need to be in the kitchen,
but could sit and be part of the meeting. Later she learned
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that the committee was used to having Milda make the
coffee.
During the business meeting Mother made her
announcement about being under doctor's orders not to
have the ladies aid at the parsonage any more. A shocked
silence.
Finally a brave lady volunteered her home for one
meeting. After only two or three more meetings, the ladies
decided it was time to remodel the Stone Hall to have their
meetings there. They had learned how much work it was
to have the meetings in the homes.
Father's annual salary was about $1000 per year plus
three offerings: Christmas, Easter, and one other. The men
and the few women who were either unmarried or widowed marched single file to lay their offering on the altar.
We children would count the people and make a guess as
to the size of the offering, but Father would never confirm
our estimates.
Otherwise, no offerings were taken during the church
services. Instead members paid an annual contribution
with the names and the amounts given published in the
Danebod Hilsen. Most people paid an annual $5 with two
of the richer men paying $30 . During the beginning ,of
WW II, one of the young men, home on leave, wanted to
give $35. His father was outraged that his son would try to
outdo the biggest contributors.
Father's meager salary meant that we always had to be
careful about any expenditure. During the depression,
almost everyone had small incomes but, at least, never felt
poor.I just knew there wasn't much money.
Father had grown up in even poorer circumstances.
father. N.C. Strandskov, had also been a Danish
u 111en·
can pastor. He and his wife, Marie, had raised
en children on an even smaller salary and could only
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manage by doing a little farming on the side and putting
the children out to work in their teen-age years.
This background had honed Father's ability to stretch
his income and he daily trained us in how to save money.
When my brother, Ove, flew to Seattle for Father's memorial service, he recalled one of his earliest memories. That
was Father carefully instructing him in how you fold and
refold two pieces of toilet paper for maximum use. No taking any more except in great emergency.
Father believed and taught that if you saved the pennies, you would have the dollars to spend. During the first
five years of ministry in Kronborg, Nebraska, Father
owned and milked cows and Mother (a city girl) learned to
chum butter which they sold with the milk to neighbors.
With these carefully saved dollars, they spent a year in
Europe, traveling and studying.
Heating the large Tyler parsonage was expensive. To
save on the heating bill, Father took down the screen windows every fall. and washed and installed over thirty
storm windows on the large two story parsonage. Then he
hung army blankets around the front hall stairs so that no
heat would escape upstairs to all the bedrooms and the
only bathroom. On Saturday night, he used a small electric
heater to heat the bathroom where we bathed in 2 inches
of water.
Tyler lay on the edge of the Midwest dust bowl. Since
this was when the town's water pipes stopped a block
away from the parsonage, we depended upon two cisterns, one in the parsonage and one in the Danebod gym
hall basement. Both collected rain water off the roofs. We
also had a well but quite often it would run dry. Then my
brother, Ove, and I had to hand carry all our drinking
water from a pump a block away to pour into a crock that
stood by our kitchen sink.
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Since water was so scarce, I remember Mother saving
all the rinse water from Monday's wash and using that for
cleaning. Then water that could not be used for anything
elsewent to a bucket beside the toilet which only Father
and Mother were permitted to flush. We also had an outside privy with its Sears catalog, but I only remember
using that in the summer.
Mother once saw a government document that
described South West Minnesota as a cultural desert. She
laughed. Her response was that Tyler was one of the richest cultural centers in which she had ever lived. Six or
seven reading circles, (I delivered books on my bicycle in
September), plays, lectures, Ordsprog ( Danish sayings
acted out on the stage), music programs, and even an
opera, Elvehoj, in which Mother played one of the lead
roles. Of course, all was home grown. But the community
was involved, vital, interested. They had the Folk School
spirit.
When the Danes had first settled this area in Minnesota
towards the end of the 1800's, they included in their community plans not only a church and a meeting hall but also
a folk school similar to the ones built in Denmark following the adult education ideas of Bishop N.F.S. Grundtvig.
Although the first wooden building burned, the community quickly replaced it with a large three story brick building.
For many years, many Danish young people from the
whole Midwest area attended sessions at the Danebod
Folk School until it closed in 1931.
But in '34, Father and Mother reopened the school in
the summer for a two week session for young women.
Then, after Father secured a state grant of $2500, he began
eight week summer sessions. He stretched that small grant
over six summers. As in the earlier program, he and his
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staff offered an education, both for learning and livingachieved through song, lectures, crafts, folk dancing,
needlework, and gymnastics (under the leadership of
Viggo Tarnow).
I was 7-13 during those years, too young to be enrolled
in the program. But I was under foot and Father appointed me chief fly catcher. He awarded me 1 cent for every 50
dead flies.
Jean Oleniezak of Milwaukee, as part of the staff,
writes in one year book why she had first sought out the
folk school at Danebod. Her previous jobs in the financial
world and later in the depression, as a social worker, persuaded her to seek answers in adult education for the
many broken lives she viewed. She came to Danebod to
observe and experience the apparently successful techniques of the Danish Folk School movement.
Because she had heard that the folk school placed little
emphasis on the material things of life, she was astonished
to find comfortable dormitories and lecture rooms, a gym
hall, and much good food. But she also found the spirit of
simplicity. What surprised her even more was her immediate involvement, no standing on the sidelines. She loved
the gymnastics that emphasized unity and harmony, not
competitiveness, the afternoon coffee, the variety of lectures, the singing, and the folk dancing.
When she first arrived she could not understand why
Father, after offering the table grace, would say, "Let's go"
to the young women. Not of Danish background, she finally learned that Father was really saying, "Vaer saa god."
(A polite Danish phrase inviting people to partake of the
food)
At first shocked at the professors being called by their
first names and that even distinguished guests had to line
up to wash their afternoon coffee cups, she finally decided
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this was a wonderful training for being free of class consciousness.
In the summer of 1936,Mother offered a home maker's
course as well as one on the care of infants, children, and
invalids. She writes, "We have a tiny son who can be used
for demonstration purposes, if not for practice." That was
my brother, Halvor, born May 18, and the school started
June 15. My grandmother, Marie Strandskov, moved in
that summer to care for the baby and us other three children so that Mother could be fully involved in the folk
school program.
Several women have told me that they still use skills
Mother taught them. They also told me that some of the
girls called those summer sessions: Marietta's Finishing
School.
Father was always seeking interesting speakers for the
school. One summer, we had a Professor Bahuth from
Palestine as a featured speaker. While he had been studying for the Catholic priesthood in Palestine, one of his professors had lectured about Martin Luther, and then said
that having spoken about this heretic, he would now have
to wash out his mouth. That intrigued Bahuth to study
more about Martin Luther, which eventually led him to
leave the Catholic church. His family disowned him and
he had to flee the country not to be killed.
Another time we had a black couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Squires, and their two young daughters as guests and
speakers for a week. They were from Omaha and proved
to be very popular. But after visiting Tyler they had to go
to Minneapolis for some business. Mother was astounded
to learn they weren't going to start driving until 10 P.M.
Mrs. Squires explained that because there was no hotel in
Minneapolis that would give them rooms, it was .better to
drive all night. Mr. Squires could get his business done the
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next day, and then they would drive home the next night.
She then added that few service stations would let them
use the rest-rooms or restaurants that would serve them.
She added that it had been wonderful to be treated like
ordinary people for a week. Mother immediately packed
them a big lunch and was embarrassed about her own
ignorance and angry that this should be what black people
experienced in our society.
Not only did my parents try to carry on Bishop
Grundtvig' s ideas about adult education but also they
were part of a church synod, the Danish American
Evangelical Lutheran Church, that followed many of
Bishop Grundtvig' s religious perspectives. In the late
1800's, the Danish American church angrily split into two
factions: the Grundtvigians and a more pietistic group.
The Grundtvigians became known as the Happy Danes;
the others, as the Holy Danes. Not until the last round of
Lutheran mergers did these two groups once more unite,
under the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America.
Mother recalled the bitterness and hurt feelings in their
congregation in Cedar Falls, Iowa, as families decided
which of the two groups they would follow and which
group could claim their church building and which group
had to build a new church. Tyler never experienced this
split, being always solidly in the Happy Dane camp.
My first five years of formal education was in the
Danebod B0rneskole, the Danish parochial school, built
next to the church. We studied Danish and religious subjects in the morning: Bible stories, Danish singing, Danish
history and geography, Danish reading and writing. In the
afternoon, we studied all the required English subjects.
One teacher taught Grades 1-5,with the enrollment, when
I attended, of never more than 25. When we graduated to
sixth grade we had to attend the public school one mile
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away.

Parents paid tuition to support the school and the
teacher lived in a small apartment above the school room.
Ingeborg Lund, from Hampton, Iowa, was my first and
second grade teacher. Elsie Sandahl from Askov,
Minnesota, was my third, fourth and fifth grade teacher.
Wonderful memories.
When I was in second grade, Ingeborg Lund decided
that we'd take a ship" to Denmark. A big wall paper sample book became our log. First, we all had to have passports, complete with pictures and all our vital statistics.
They were duly ·made and pasted in.
We folded special newspaper travel hats that we wore
only during the class time when we heard where we were
"traveling" that day. Then came the day of departure. We
put on our hats, went down to the basement of the school,
and waved goodbye to our mothers lined up on the basementsteps. They were waving Danish and American flags
and Mother supplied us all with seasick pills" for the
ocean crossing.
In subsequent classes, as we wore our hats, we "visited"the various areas of Denmark and if we had relatives
or friends living in that area, it became our duty to write
for the log what we had learned that day.
This parochial school, which had operated for many
years,closed permanently shortly after I graduated to the
public school; Another sign of less interest in the Danish
language.
Mother thought Tyler was a wonderful place to raise
children. We felt free to roam up to half a mile from the
parsonage and Mother could always call us home by ringing the cow bell. Other mothers in the neighborhood
would tell their children, Come home when you hear the
Strandskov bell."
II

II

11
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In the spring, Father would order 50 chicks by mail
What a thrill to go to the post office to claim our box of
peeping chicks. When they got to be eating size, it was my
job to catch one each Saturday, and after Father chopped
off its head and plucked the feathers off. Not much fun:
but it was for Sunday dinner. Those that weren't eaten
before winter, Mother canned.
Finally, Tyler got a freezer locker downtown. Then we
could freeze the chickens as well as the pigs and quarter
beefs Father purchased and that he and Mother packaged
for the locker.
They always had a big vegetable garden and Mother
did much canning. They stored carrots in a crock filled
with sand. By spring I hated being sent down to the basement to reach into that sand to come up with those rubbery, sometimes slimy, carrots. Farmers, after hunting
pheasants or butchering animals, often shared with the
pastor's family. In the winter, I remember Mother sometimes hung this meat to freeze on the clothesline off the
back porch, too high for animals to reach.
Winter usually brought much snow which allowed for
hours of sledding, skiing, and building snow forts. It also
meant much shoveling of snow, clearing the walks, but
worse, opening the 100 foot driveway.
Father and Mother loved to travel and, as the oldest
child. I often was taken with them. In those years, most of
their traveling was limited to attending the Danish
American church conventions. But that included trips to
Troy, New York, as well as to Seattle, Washington. Father
was good about planning a lot of sight-seeing on the way.
Because most of the Danish congregations were in the
middle west, most of the conventions were held in that
part of the country. But by attending so many of these
meetings, I knew all the pastors in the synod and conven-88-

tions were much like family reunions.
During the depression years, one of Father's most difficult tasks was to persuade desperately needy people that
it was all right for them to accept government aid. He was
a staunch FDR supporter.
Many hobos came to our back door asking for food.
Father usually had them do some kind of job in exchange.
One of these men was a trained landscape gardener from
Denmark. He stayed a month, planning and planting a
large, formal flower garden which we maintained the rest
of our years in Tyler. I don't recall his ever being in touch
with us again.
Fortunately for us, Father's uncle, Charlie Sorensen
(Bedstemor Strandskov' s brother), owned the local
Chevrolet agency. I remember at least twice we had new
Chevrolets, probably at very good prices. Once was during the second world war when almost no one else could
get a new car, but Uncle Charlie knew Father's work in the
congregation required him to have good transportation.
Family was important to Father. As the oldest of eleven
children and after the death of his own father, he felt some
responsibility for his younger brothers and sisters.
Although there was not much money, he provided loans to
two of his younger brothers, Fritz and Carl, to continue
their college educations. Again, he saved pennies to have
dollars to spend.
Both Father and Mother had had severe health problems. Because of a folded uterus, Mother, as a young
woman, suffered intense pain two weeks out of every
month, often in bed, spent the third week recovering, and
then was O.K. the fourth week before it all started again.
Her mother took her to several doctors only to be told that
once she had had a child, her condition would correct
itself. Medical research about women's health problems,
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then as now, is sorely lacking.
In their fifth year of marriage Father and Mothers
a year in Europe, most of the time at folk schools ·
Denmark. A Danish woman friend, becoming aware
Mother's suffering, insisted she see a woman doctor
Copenhagen. Using a simple procedure in her clinic, ·
doctor straightened the uterus and told Mother she prob
bly never could have gotten pregnant. I was born the fol
lowing year. The labor pains delivering her first baby we
minor compared to what she had suffered for 16 years.
Father had an even more serious health problem. At
the age of 18, he had scratched himself on a piece of barbed
wire and had had poor medical attention. That had resulted in blood poisoning which in tum became osteomylitis,
poisoning of the bone. He spent a year in the hospital,
often close to death. When Mother married him ten years
later in 1921, his health was still precarious. There was
speculation that he would not live long. What I remember
is that any time he accidentally bumped or scratched himself, he would swell up with infection, and have to go to
the hospital. Hot compresses seemed to do the most good.
His Tyler doctor, Dr. Vadheim, insisted that Father get
additional treatment at the Mayo clinic in Rochester. One
time, while Father was in Rochester, Dr. Vadheim called
Mother and told her that if she wanted to see her husband
alive once more, she was to travel to Rochester immediately. He had found a driver to take her there and gave her
money for a hotel room. He knew she didn't have it. But
fortunately, once more, Father recovered.
It's amazing to me that Father was able to do all he did
in Tyler. But Mother was at his side and together they
accomplished much. However, after thirteen years with
this heavy schedule, Father's health was too poor to continue. I remember Mother setting us four children down
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around the dining room table and telling us we were moving to Dwight, a smaller congregation that wanted only an
English program. Even that might prove too much, and
she might have to dust off her old teacher's certificate to
support us.
But in 1943,my Uncle Fritz Strandskov, a bacteriologist
back east; called Father to say that he had connections with
an Army Lab that was doing experiments with a new
drug, penicillin. They wanted to try it on someone who
had chronic osteomylitis. Would he care to be a guinea
pig? Father called Dr. Vadheim, who in tum called the
Mayo doctors. Those doctors immediately phoned Father,
very anxious to have the drug flown to Mayo. But the
army doctors refused, saying that if Father wanted the
drug he had to come to New York.
He took the train to New York, and was admitted to the
Presbyterian Hospital. For the next two weeks, every three
hours, they gave him a penicillin shot. But because he was
not bed ridden, he could leave to go on walks and even
took in a couple of professional baseball games. Just so he
was there every three hours for his shot and also to collect
all his urine. Penicillin then was in such a short supply that
they reclaimed any penicillin that was discharged in the
urine and used it in the next shot.
After two weeks, the penicillin had killed the infection
that had hounded him for over thirty years and with the
lighter schedule in Dwight, he was able to recover his
health. To his amazement, he outlived his peers, Pastors
Alfred Jensen and Arthur Frost, something he had never
thought possible.
When Father and Mother retired they had to choose
between traveling or buying a retirement home. They
chose to travel. For eight years, they traveled, to Denmark
several times and took several short interim pastorates:
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Dalum, Alberta; Vancouver, B.C.; Tyler MN; Brush, CO;
and Seattle. They were VW camper gypsies.
Finally my husband, John, decided that they needed a
more permanent base than their camper and built them a
studio apartment adjoining our house in Kirkland, WA.
They moved in in 1969 and still traveled a lot, but now
they had a place to come home to. Father died in 1977 at
the age of 83. Mother died in 1985 the age of 89.
They had served the Danish American church well.
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Annotated Bibliography of
Resources for Researching
Danish-American Folklife
by GREGORYHANSEN
Danish-American folklife consists of the expressions of
traditional culture that identify Americans of Danish heritage as belonging to this small ethnic group.
Encompassing a full range of expressive behavior, ranging
from building and decorating immigrant homes to crafting
intricate patterns with knitting needles, scissors, hammer
and anvil, Danish-American folklife includes any form of
knowledge or skill that is learned by observation or imitation within a community context (Hansen 1988:23).It is the
knowledge learned informally, independent of academic
instruction and institutional direction. Folklife is often
equated with folklore, and folklorists frequently divide the
subject matter of study into distinct genres for their academic inquiry. These genres include but are not limited to
narrative, folk music and dance, ritual, belief, material culture, festival, foodways, and occupational folklore. The
study of Danish-American folklife entails any form of traditional culture that reflects an individual's active construction of culture from resources that Americans of
Danish extraction brought with them during their emigration from Denmark. Looking backward to a Danish past
and moving forward in the world of the present, Danish
American folklife, represents a fusion of history and culture. Thus, to study Danish American folklife is to study
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Danish history as reflected in the everyday experiences of
Americans.
Although not totally ignored, Danish American folklife
has largely been neglected by professional folklorists.
American folklorists have written only two books on
Danish American folklife (Chrisman 1975 and Wright &
Wright 1983),and they have written only two doctoral dissertations on Danish American folklore (Paulsen 1967 and
Kerst 1989). Only a few folklorists have written scholarly
articles on Danish American folklore, and few others have
devoted any scholarly attention to the traditional stories,
folk songs, dances, folk arts, and traditional skills and
practices of Danish-American craftspeople (Cheney 1959,
Chittenden 1985,Hansen 1988;Hustvedt 1916, Lund 1975,
Kaplan, Hoover & Moore 1986, Larson 1954, Oliver 1909,
and Taylor 1918). The remaining scholarly attention to
folklore within Danish American families and communities has been offered by anthropologists, historians, sociologists, and community scholars. Little work has been
done, and the scope of Danish American folklore remains
an area wide-open for scholarly study.
This annotated bibliography was compiled to encourage academic inquiry into Danish-American folklife.
Along with the few book-length publications on DanishAmerican folklore, the bibliography consists of all of the
studies on Danish American folklore in the major professional journals used by American folklorists. This dearth
of scholarships among folklorists is augmented by the
work of other students of history and culture who work
from a range of disciplines and backgrounds. Studies by
historians provide insight into the historical circumstances
within Denmark and America that shaped life in DanishAmerican communities. Studies by sociologists and
anthropologists deal primarily with the tension many
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es experienced between balancing the dream of a betlife in America with the anguish of cutting ties of fam, community, and nation through the immigration expece. Studies by literary artists suggest non-fictional
es created by their fictional characters. Recollections
Danish immigrants present autobiographical ethnogra. that contain primary information on the history and
ture of immigrants. In these narratives, their communi' folklife provide a meaningful - if oftentime implicit
context for their everday experiences.
While the bibliography is by no means exhaustive and
annotations are sketchy, this resource is offered to proresources useful for further developing an underding of Danish culture and history in America.
· ·c articles in The Bridge are not included, for all of
workpublished within the Danish American Heritage
·ety'sjournal is potentially useful for scholarly attendevoted to identifying, documenting, and interpretDanish-American folklife.
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Book Review
That All Good Things Strike R
A Centennial History of
Grand View College
by Thorvald Hansen.
Copyrightby GrandViewCollege,
DesMoines,Iowa,1996.264 pages.
Availableat GrandViewCollegeBookstore.
REVIEWEDBY GERALDRASMUSSEN
In 1972 Thorvald Hansen published his first book, We
Laid Foundation Here. The subject was the early history of
Grand View College. He subsequently published histories
of the congregation of Luther Memorial Church in Des
Moines, the Danish Immigrant Seminary, and of the
schism which divided the Danish Lutheran Church in
America into two synods. Hansen was the editor for several years of the journal entitled "Lutheran Tidings" and is
the current editor of the journal "Church and Life". He has
also served as archivist and teacher at Grand View
College, where he compiled the excellent and very important guide to "Source Materials Related to the Danish
Immigrant in America". This book entitled, Danish
Immigrant Archival Listing, indicates locations of the documents listed. Hansen has also translated from Danish
into English two books depicting Danish immigrant life on
the prairies.
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Measured by his high standards of achievement and his
creative output, Thorvald Hansen has certainly earned his
reputation as one of the leading historians of Danish immigrants in The United States. Recognizing that we are writing
about a book, and not an author, we nevertheless introduce
his latest book in this manner in order to demonstrate
Hansen's qualifications to write this important history.
In That All Good Seed Strike Root, Hansen writes
about Grand View College's first one hundred years. He
incorporates into his book a revised version of his earlier
history of Grand View's first ten years of existence. It is
the story of a college founded initially to serve the needs
of an immigrant people and church, and then gradually
assimilating into American life as it first adjusted to the
needs of the second and third generation descendants of
the immigrants, and then began accommodating to the .
requirements imposed on it by American society. Final
assimilation occurred as the college struggled to survive,
incorporated American educational programs, (such as
nursing), and fulfilled requirements for full accreditation.
That Grand View made the transition successfully is
demonstrated by the recognized reputation and status of
the college today.
It was not an easy path to success. Hansen describes
vividly the various disagreements that periodically
wracked the college and, the economic difficulties that
plagued it for so many years, until Harry Jensen assumed
the financial and business management responsibilities . A
reader today is impressed by the contentiousness of many
of those early debates and debaters, and also the determination and commitment to keep the college alive.
At first, all of the college's students and staff came from
the Danish American communities and churches. Starting
during the years of the depression, and accelerating dur-116-

t· ing the Second World War, Grand View began reaching out
t

more to the American community. The first significant
numbers of students of non-Danish background began
attending classes at the college during these years. English
quickly dominated as the language of instruction. In 1943
the student body had some difficulty finding enough students who could speak Danish well enough to produce a
play in the Danish language.
In those years, Grand View also began hiring teachers
who had not been members of Danish communities nor
attended Grand View themselves. The inevitable process
of assimilation was well under way by the end of the war.
When in the 1960s the college's owner, the American
Evangelical Lutheran Church merged with other Lutheran
Churches, Grand View survived by successfully relating to
the more local synods of the new church. The last
Professor with a direct tie to the old Danish communities
and Grand View itself, Marvin Jessen, retired in 1988.
It is of more than passing interest that Hansen s~arted
as a student at Grand View College the same year that
Jessen did. His perspective is from inside the college and
church community. Fortunately he also writes with fine
objectivity.
This book is written in the best Hansen tradition. It is
well researched and well written. He does not just take the
straight and narrow historical and chronological line, but
enhances the history by incorporating human interest
comments and stories. The author makes the most of his
resources to give his account a sense of drama. The fact
that he personally knew many of the people he wrote
about provides an added factor of credibility.
Obviously, this book will have its strongest appeal to
those who have been associated with Grand View
College, General readers, history buffs and historians
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will also be pleased and enlightened by That All Good
Seed Strike Root.
We are fortunate that Thorvald Hansen is able and willing to continue and build on the tradition of a hand full of
contemporary historians specializing in the history of
Danes in America. With this history of Grand View
College he has made an important contribution to that history.
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Purpose
To publish a historical journal, The Bridge, and a
Newsletter.
To promote an interest and encourage research in the life,
culture, and history of Danish Americans.
To serve as an agency for the publication of studies of
Danish American history.
To provide a means of communicating with and informing
people interested in the activities of Danish Americans.
To encourage and assist with conferences, meetings and
endeavors to stimulate interest in Danish culture, heritage
and language.
To solicit, acquire and receive monies and other properties,
both real and personal, and to hold, administer and
expend such for the purpose of the Society and to perform
any and all acts necessary to accomplish the objectives of
the Society.

